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guest editorial I

The Economic Implications of Heritage Preservation
by Dick Aletzer

N EW YORK CITY. In nearly all intact for them. for instance, a monument on a small traff
developing and transitional * Existence value. Infrequent consumers island in a congested city. If such a

N countries, there are enormous of the cultural heritage have an interest in monument is to be maintained properly,
demands on governments to do things that its being there for their occasional use. the city or central government must do st
only governments can do, such as provid- Many ordinary privately provided goods In other cases, the only economic uses fc
ing infrastructure and protecting the and services generate some of the same a private owner are those that strip the
physical environment. And for their part, nonmarketable values-e.g., nmost commer- heritage value from the asset, like demol-
most governments are quite content to cial entertainment and sport-yet they are ishing a historic building and using the si
leave to private initiative everything except seldom subsidized. However, cultural for a new building.
what they themselves absolutely must do. heritage is usually seen as something Even if by default the government is
How then can a case be made for devoting special, because it contributes to other, and must be the owner, the economic
public expenditures and scarce public rationale for heritage preservation remain
managerial resources to the protection and The greatest the same. Preservation of the historic
preservation of cultural heritage? Particu- successes in heritage feaLures of a building used for goverrmel
larly when, in many countries, most reservation can occur offices at high current costs, or retention
components of cultural heritage have h a monument that interferes with the flow
survived intact through years-even when the heritage of vehicular traffic, or spending large
centuries-of neglect and disaster? element is in actual use, amounts of money to improve the securit

of works of arts-all these can generate
The case for government action and thus capable of important public benefits that should be

generating revenue to pay treated seriously in the budgetary process
Why should government act to protect for its preservation.

and preserve cultural heritage? From a Importance of revenue generating
purely economic standpoint, the reason is important civic goods. one is the value of
no different than for most govemment the cultural heritage in strengthening the The greatest successes in heritage
interventions in predominantly market sense of national, regional, and local preservation can occur when the heritage
economies: Because such action can identity and social cohesion. Another is its element is in actual use, and thus capablk
efficiently allocate resources to the produc- value as complermenting other goods and of generating revenue to pay for its
tion of some goods and services that the services in which there are major external preservation. This revenue may be from
market will fail to produce adequately on benefits that are not incidental byproducts visitors paying admission charges, or for
its own. These are goods and services that of market transactions, notably as part of use of a historic building for offices.
consumers want and would pay for, but the education and acculturation of the Indeed, such revenue may cover allthe
there is no market mechanism for payment young. costs of preservation, as is the case for
for benefits external to the market transac- This then is the case for government many privately owned chateaux in the
tions between buyers and sellers, or regulation and subsidy of the elements of Loire Valley in France that are used as
"externalities." Many market transactions the cultural heritage that are not actually hotels. Tn such cases, the direct henefit is
produce such externalities as incidental held by the govemment itself. paid for by the revenue generated, while
byproducts, but these are often large and subsidy is available-if needed-for the
costly relative to the commercial revenue Private ownership often inconceivable less direct benefits, that is, the externalitik
that the private producer can generate. Choices have to be made. Some econc

In many countries, much of the heritage mists urge that this choice be based on
Nonmarketable values is in nongovernmental hands, in the form some indication of what ordinary citizens

of churches and other religious structures prefer, because it is theirvalues that justif
Many important values, or benefits, and sites, not-for-profit museums, artifacts the subsidy, not the values of art historiar

cannot be realized directly by private in private collections and-not least- and other experts. Referenda on cultural
parties that own and control elements of historic buildings and cityscapes. heritage issues in Swiss cities indicate tha
the cultural heritage, and they would need However, nearly all of the structures, even the commercially minded Swiss vah.
to finance its preservation from their own cityscapes, artifacts, and natural environ- their heritage highly enough to vote to ps
resources. Plhese producers may be able to ment that constitute the cultural heritage is for it. G

collect entry fees and other revenues from in government ownership, formally or de
the consumers who are direct and immedi- facto. Frequently, there is no conceivable
ate users of the museum or church or private ownership of such assets because Dick Netzer is professor of economics and
historic building, but there is no way to there is no way that a private owner could public administration, Wagner Graduate
charge for the following values: sell the services for enough money to School ojfPublic Service, New York Univer

* Endowment value. Future generations preserve the asset. Sometimes, this is sity, andformerpresident of the Associati
of consumers want cultural lheritage to be because the asset has no commercial use- for Culiural Economics International.
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feat ure article-

Solving the Rubik's Cube: Cultural Heritage in Cities
of the Developing World
by [smail .Serageldin

W HASHINGTON, D.C. The rapidly the sum of these parts. 'We need not only the specific costs and benefits that different
urbanizing developing world sound finance and economics, but also groups will realize as result of these
faces many social challenges. effective political processes that bring all investments, and asks whether each such

Population growth, the influx of rural these actors together to undertake effective group will individually gain or benefit from
migrants, and an evolving economic base approaches to conservation and socioeco- them.
all challenge the abilitv of the cities to nomiic rejuvenation in historic cities.
provide jobs and livelihoods. Crurnbling -Most approaches involve some combina- The urban Rubik's cube
infrastructure, poor and overstretched tion of the following:
social services, rampant real estate specula- * Restrictions on activities in the Like the elegant puzzle known as the
tion, and weak govermments all contribute historic areas. The most obvious such Rubik's cube, where aligning the mosaic of
to putting tremendous pressure on the restriction is not to destroy culturally one face tends to undo the matched colors
central cities, often loci of invaluable significant structures. Rcstrictions may go on the other faces of the cube, so too does
architectural and urbanistic heritage, while further, though, by requiring particular trying to match sensitive architecture and
the degradation of the urban environment standards of urbanism,
limits the abilities of a growing, shifting, upkeep or by The success of sound munici

homeless population to take root and specifying how investments in cultural pal finances,
establish communities with a minimum that upkeep heritage adequate
standard of decent housing. The animosi- should be In historic cities depends incentives for
ties between groups rise, and tensions carried out, for on the cooperation of many actors the private
within the cities fray the social fabric as example, by whose perspectives must be sector,
much as economic speculation transforms requiring taken into account. concern for
the urban tissue. The inner historic cities particular the poor and
are increasingly ghettoized, with the materials that the destitute,
middle class and economic activities either niatclh those originally used. Both public and community involvement and participa-
fleeing the historic core or actively destroy- and private sector activities that can be tion, while promoting socioeconomic
ing its very fabric. carried out in such areas are also often diversity and pluralism1, seem impossible to

A response to this spiral of mounting restricted. resolve. As with the Rubik's cube, how-
problems is possible. Concerted efforts are * Conservation activities on specific ever, there is a solution. It takes patience,
required to protect the urban context and structures that are particularly signifi- dedication, and imagination to reach it. but
"sensc of place," and to revitalize the old cant. solutions are possible.
city to ensure that its streets and spaccs * Public measures to encourage To understand better the faces of the
can be kept alive, its economic base conservation by other actors. In an urban Rubik's cube and the thread to
rejuvenated, and its links to the surround- urban context, direct intervention to follow for a solution, we must start by
ing modern city reinforced. This is niuchl conserve all structures is impractical. identifying the many people and groups
more than a restoration project-it requires Conservation efforts, therefore, depend on involved, the different levels of decision
Herculean efforts at urban revitalization, an incentive framework that will encour- making, and above all, a leitmotif that we
What is needed is to create a powerful age spontancous efforts by others. must not lose sight of: who pays and ueho
upward spiral of investments, social Some of these actions can be deliber- benefits?
cohesion, and rising incomes to restore the ately chosen and directed by governittent
inherent vitalitv and unique charm of decision-makers, but many others will be Facets of the cube
historic cities. outside their direct control and will

cdepend on independent decisions made in The actors are many: government,

Intervening in historic cities the private sector. Before these approaches national and local; the international
are undertaken, they should be subjected community and its agencies; tourists, both
to both an economic and a financial national and local, who visit the historic

To address these problems, we need a analysis. The economic analysis asks sites: the private sector, both international
framework that brings together the differ- whether the proposed investments are and national, that will invest in the historic
ent actors-public and private; interna- worth making: Do their benefits to society core for commercial or real estate develop-
tional, national and local; formal and as a whole exceed their costs? The finan- ment, and the local residents, both owners
informal-so that the whole is greater than cial analysis, on the other hand, examines i continued on page 6
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Cultural Heritage continuedfrompageS

and renters. Other actors include the poor, analysis that will reflect the parameters by tween the national and local government i
who risk being displaced by the which each actor is likely to make deci- important and would require an equally
unaffordability of the changes; the local sions. Then we can better design the right clear distribution of authority on revenues
community, for whom this is not just mix of incentives, regulations, and public and expenditures. The combination of
home, but also a part of their identity, and investments. actions at the national and local levels
who can be agents of transformation when creates the framework within which the
they are adequately mobilized and orga- Economic analysis individual investment decisions of the
nized; and especially the women, who residents and the private sector will be
create a sense of social solidarity in the Drawing on the work done in environ- made. Recognizing the different public
community through their networks of mental economics in the last 15 years or sector perspectives of the local and
cooperation and reciprocity. so, the costs and benefits can be calcu- national governments, as well as other

Each of these actors has a differenit way lated. The results of this analysis would be involved public agencies, is an important
of approaching rejuvenation of the historic of primary interest to the national govern- nuance in defining a work program that is
city cores: They will have their own ment that must decide to invest public effective and that can be implemented.
calculus for deciding whether to invest resources that may not be offset by direct If the economic analysis shows that

returns are positive, then the total benefits
of the proposed investments exceed total

The disadvantage of men costs. Society as a whole will be better off

not knowing the past is that they do not know and individual sub-groups may be worse

the present. History is a hill or high point of vantage, off, but the gains by other sub-groups will

from which alone men see the town in which they live outweigh tfc losses. In principle, any sub-group of society chiat is worse off can be
or the age in which they are living. compensated by those that emerge better

-G.K. CHESTERTON off. In practice, however, this theoretical
compensation often does not occur. The

their effort and funds in the renewal of the revenues. Such an analysis is also essential economic analysis must therefore be
historic core and the presernation of its for the international financial community supplemented by financial analysis of the
unique character. The problem lies in the that must decide whether to finance the specific impacts of the proposed invest-
fact that the incentives for each group to proposed interventions of the national ments on particular groups. This is impor-
act in a particular way are not independent governments, whether through loans or tant for three reasons:
of the others. credits. * Sustainability. Financial flows will

Thus, the context of the fiscal and These economic studies could also be determine the sustainability of many
regulatory regimes that will govern eco- relevant to those who would provide activities. Socially beneficial activities have
nomic activity and social life in the historic grants for the international support of an often failed because agencies charged witl
city must be designed to give each group invaluable part of the world heritage. True, implementing them have not had sufficien
the necessary set of incentives, so that the some sites and buildings are so valuable resources to do so.
whole will act in concert to invert the that the cost benefit criterion does not * Incentives. Private sector agents
negative downward spiral. apply. In suclI cases, we look at the cost- need positive financial flows if they are to

And herein lies the analogy with the effectiveness method to evaluate possible respond as hoped. Indeed, if they do not
Rubik's cube. Trying to shore up the courses of action. But the reality of avail- receive them, they may not only fail to
finances of the municipality through more able resources makes such exercises few participate in conservation efforts, but mal
rigorous taxation may discourage neces- and far between. In most cases, economic actively oppose them..
sary private investment, while excessive evaluation will rely on a cost-benefit * Equity. Some groups that arc ad-
incentives to the private investors could framework. versely affected by the proposed invest-
bankrupt the municipality. Attracting The result of such economic analysis is ments may be unable to make their voices
higher-income residents to the city may not only a single number, the internal heard. Their interests could suffer. In the
raise revenues and create economic economic rate of return or even the net context of historic cities, this is particularly
opportunities, but it could also lead to present value of the proposed investment. true of poor residents. Such groups alread
displacement of the local population. The result should also identify the diffcrent live in wretched conditions, and it is

Striking a balance between the needs of actors and the parts of the cost and benefit important to check that the proposed
all groups is required to rejuvenate the streams that they would assume. This is investments do not, at the very least,
economic base of the historic cities and essential in the context of wh1o pays and aggravate their plight.
continue protecting their unique heritage who benefits in order to help set the
and maintaining their social cohesion. 'This overall framework for regulatory, fiscal, Solving the Rubik's cube
is the equivalent of solving the Rubik's and financial plans that would be both The success of investments in cultural
cube. To move in this direction, we need equitable and effective. heritage in historic cities depends on the
different types of economic and financial The definition of responsibilities be- continued on page
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Cultural I Jeritage continuedfrom page 6

cooperation of many actors whose per- residences, and that levies for the neces- poor; the empowerment of the key actors

spectives must be taken into account. sary infrastructure investments do not in the neighborhoods, especially women;

Financial analysis needs to be undertaken become prohibitive. This type of analysis and the manner in which this is all done

for three groups or sectors: wou-ld help guide the levels of service and are all critical to make an urban rejuvena-

* Public sector. Public finance issues standards to be used for the upgrading. tion and conservation effort a success.

need to be examined at several levels. T he The alignment of the results of these only when we have mastered these

analysis can be used to define clearly what different analyses, all yielding positive facets-as well as the financil and cco-

costs should be incurred at what level of incentives for the various groups of actors, nomic facets-will the Rubik's cube yield

government (local or national); what along with an effective overall economic an elegant and deceptively simple

revenues may be levied, also by level of analysis capturing the international dimcn- solution. U

government; and whether these levies sions of the heritage questions, is still not

should be earmarked or simply channeled cnongh to solve the Rubik s eube. The

through the general treasury. Separate political process within which these Jsnail Serageldin is vice president of the

financial analyses should be carried out decisions are made; the involvement of the environmental/v and socially sustainable

from the perspective of the municipalitics local communities; the participation of the development network at the World Bank.

and any implcmenting agencies involved.

Inadequaite financial flows to municipalities

and other implementing agencies have : > St. Petersburg Center City Rehabilitation Project
often led to project failure. It is also

important to ensure that local authorities WASHINGTON, DC. St. Petersburg has a world-class heritage that is under stress. The

havc access to sufficient resources to infrastructure is dilapidated, and architectural monuments of world significance are determo-

maintain investments once they are in rating rapidly. Economic transitioon has led to dedlines in manufaccuring output, shrinkinig

place. The analysis may well show\ that federal transfers and a reduced local revenue base, and social hardship, especially for the

changes are needed in the way that elderly and residents of communal apartments who make up the greater proportion of center

revenues are raised and allocated. Rev- city residents.
enues from tourism, for example, are often City officials have hoped that private investment would provide most of the funds neededl

for renovation and preservation, but results have been 51ow in comilg. A w orld Bank
captured by the central government, giving mission estimated that onlv 5 percent of rehabilitation projects in the historic center would

local autho)rities little incentive to under- S be of interest to the private sector. Nevertheless, progress is being made. The St. Petersburg

take activities that encourage it. Center City Rehabilitation Project was approved by the World Bank on March 27, 1997,

* Private sector. Conservation strate- The City of St. Petersburg will provide 24 percent of the total project costs of US$46.1

gies in historic cities often rely heavily on million ovei a sexventeen-yeai period. The World Bank w ill lend the Russian Federation

induced investments by the private sector, US$51 million. The federal government will use another US$1 million for grants earmarked

including tourism operators. commercial specifically for eleven federally supported cultural institutions in the city. This grant would
esthlihmets pbe used to help improve their revenue-generating capabilities. The remaining US$30 million

others. Also, financial spstainabilitv of of the Bank loan will be passed onto the city of St. Petersburg for technical assistance and
otherse effortso. Ifinnro e prspctain y Iof loca pilot investment components.
these efforts from the perspective of local Both the federal and city govemments are giving high priority to rehabilitating the center

authorities often depends on taxes and city, as is evidenced by the adoption of a program for HTistoric Center Development and

levies capturing a portion of the benefits Preservation. Sortie of tde goals include preservation of the cultural assets of St. Petersburg, a

derived by the private sector. continued planning and investment program to improve the city's center, and help for the

The viability of investments that these city's federally owned cultural organizations. The desire is to preserve the architectiral,

various actors are expected to make must cultural, and historic heritage as functioning entities, not as museums.
be subject to financial analysis to decter- With sustainable renovation in mind, the project aims to build institutions that are capable

of plainiig, impleimienting, regulating, and promoting revitalization in tle hisLoric area for
mine their likely profitability. The struCuIe the long term

and magnitude of any proposed taxes and One of the project's components, the Pilot Investment Programs, will provide traditional

levies must be carefully examined to or new and improved services and physical improvements, such as better sidewalks, street

ensure that they do not stifle the profitabil- lighting, and signage for the main commercial street, help for small neighborhoods to

ity of private investment, which is neces- improve their commercial potential, establishment of a cultural grant fund to help tie majoi

sarw for renovation of the cconomic base. cultural organizations improve their ability to generate revenues outside of the public

Changes in policies adopted for other budget.
reasons may also be necessary- to achieve Costs for the pilot schemes are expected to be recovered from the sale of land, commer-

this goal, in addJition to changes in the cial space, and facilities, and through commercial rent increases for city owned space, user
charges for utilities, and repayment of loans by private developers.

levies, taxes, and regulations imposed as Restoration of the historic ciy center should encourage commercial development in this

part of the conservation effort itself. area, not to mention more tourism, which will indirectdy help the struggling private cultural

* Poor residents. An analysis of institutions make a go of it during and after the economic transition.

affordability is needed to make sure that

the poor can still have access to renovated _ l
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Forward to the Past: Cultural Heritage a
Trigger for Renewal?
by Charles Landry

S TROUD. Why has cultural heritage and show visible achievement, as when ments for investment in arts and culture
worldwide become a recent focus for the old Bird's Eye factory in Digbeth, need to be restated in more compelling
renewal of cities and regions? Why in Birmingham, England, was transformed terms. Concerned policymakers have recasi

the headlong rush toward economic into the Custard Factory-a multimedia arguments to illustrate hlow investments in
development do we find solace and center employing 300 people. At other cultural heritage affect economic and
inspiration in the buildings, artifacts, and times, it might mean developing a festival, community development, tourism, leisure,
skills of the past? Could it be that in a as happened in Spoleto, Italy, 25 years and urban design. Because these interests
globalized world we seek local roots to ago. intersect, the
our pasts? Cultural heritage connects us to When we live in Cultural heritage... policvmakers
our histories and our collective memories. older places, we can shows that we come assert that if the
It anchors our sense of being, it shows that identify layers upon .impact of cultural
we come from somewhere and have a layers of history and from somewhere and have a heritage is to be
story to tell, and it provides us with tradition, each with its Story to tell, and it provides maximized and
confidence and security to face the future. own story to tell: of us with confidence and harnessed, there

where we came from must be collabora-
What is cultural heritage? and what we have security to face the future. tion among these

achieved. suchl as policy areas.
Cultiral heritagc is much more than just through the products and services for There is also a financial incentive to

buildings and artifacLs. It is die panoply of which a city is known. Such surroundings such partnerships, since resources in most
cultral resources that shows that a place, serve as an inspiration to where we might countries are limited and heritage initia-
region, or country is special and distinc- be going. They all exemplify the skills, tives inevitably take on a lower profile
tive. It is about a living way of life, not a potential, and talent we have applied. In compared to housing or basic infrastruc-
dead one, that is reinvented daily whether this way, celebrating cultural heritage can ture. If the link to economic development
through a refurbished building or re- help create a sense of place and identity. is mnade clear, projecLs may well be
adaptation of an old skill for modem One only needs to walk the streets of financed through resources rather than
times. Cultural heritage is embodied in Siena or Santiago di Campostela to get a through a cultural budget.
peoples' skills, talents, and resulting feel for the culture.
repertoire of local products in crafts, Beyond these "softer" benefits, invest- How should it be implemented?
manufacturing, and services-for instance, ing in cultural heritage has "hard" benefits
the intricate skills of sari makers in India I too. A refurbished historical building can While many developing countries, in
and wood carvers of Bali, or Mali's dyeing act as a trigger for urban regeneration by parnicular those in the former communist
techniques. It is the historical, industrial, providing confidence that an area's East, have comprehensive and logically
and artistic heritage representing assets in quality of life will improve. It can increase consistent regulatory bases, the system of
built or tangible form, including architec- the attractiveness of a location and thus rules and regulations is often largely
tural heritage, the urban landscape, or support inward investment strategies. It obsolete in the context of rapidly changing
topographical landmarks. can transform the image of a place and conditions. Functions are often excessively

The local and indigenous traditions of thus be an anchor for tourists. And often, centralized, usually within the ministry of
public social life, civic traditions, festivals, historic preservation of buildings works culture, without clarifying the role of local
rituals, or stories passed from generation to best when it combines the old with the government. There is typically an inad-
generation embody our cultuml legacy. So new. The revitalization of Glasgow is a equate role for the not-for-profit sector or
too do hobbies and enthusiasms, which prime example of this strategy. foundations. And, crucially, most systems
are amateur cultural activities which are lack effective material incentives for
often rethought to generaLe new products Who should define cultural heritage involving owners, users, and Lhe commu-
or services. The Mardi Gras in New policy? nity at large, which could raise additional
Orleans or the ritual washing on the resources.
Ganges spring to mind. And, of course, The responsibility for cultural heritage Laws on cultural heritage are currently
one thinks of the range and quality of should not lie solely with those con- being reviewed in countries like Bulgaria
skills in the performing and visual arts and i cerned with preservation, although it is or Russia. There, identified weaknesses in
the newer "cultural industries." Cultural important for them to establish guidelines, the preservation system are being ad-
heritage is thus both activities and things. codes of practice, registries of protected dressed by:

The skill of policymakers is to harness sites, and the like. * decentralizing state agencies;
these to maximum effect. At times this Experience in Europe over the last * creating new sources of funding
might mean refurbishing a symbolic decade, where cultural budgets have through tax exemptions;
building to stand as a landmark or flagship been reduced, suggests that the argu- continued on page 2Z
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The Politics of Heritage: The Culture War in Urban India
by Patralekba Chatteijee

N T1 EW DELHI. 'I'here is a tug of war lot-the snvadeshi brigade, right-wing standard of living and to desire a wider
for the soul of urban India. While Hindu nationalists aspiring to reinveiit choice of goods and lifestyles.

N cries of cultural invasion rcnd the India in thcir own image, and doctrinaire
air, a growing number of people easily leftists who would like to link all the Alien values or Indian tradition?
blend old with new, Western with Eastern, country's ills to the new economic policy.
secular with spiritual. The voung Indian They warn of the immiiinent danger of a This is the real fear: Today's culture is
executive works amid the lastest computer civilizational collapse. Kentucky Fried tomorrow's heritage. So self-appointed
and telecommunications technology all Chicken, Michael Jackson, and bare-legged culture commissars say they will stake all
day, then goes home to an extended beauty contestants pose an ominous to save India's soul. Curiously enough,
family, touches an challenge to Indian their targets are not exclusively contempo-
elder's feet and switches Td a Sy's .lul,w culture and values, rary Westem leitmotifs. M.F. Hussain, one
to a Western music IS tomorrow's har1tage they argue. of Inidia's best-known painters, was the
station. = But is Indian victim of a recent hate campaign because

Slowly but surely, Sios e3@1ppoWe3 cultuFt culture so fragile as he painted Saraswati, the goddess of
India is becoming part commissars sa y .tey to collapse under the learning in the Hindu pantheon. in the
of the global village. wi sta ai to s<7v weight of overex- nude.
Just as inevitablv, every posed female bodies, Vina Mazumdar, head of the Centre for
step in that direction is India's SOUL pop music, or junk Women's Development Studies, New
accompanied by howls food? Delhi. recently demolished the thesis that
of protest against cultural infiltration. Saraswati has never been portrayed in the
Politicians who have prospered in the past India at the crossroads nude in the Indian Empire newspaper. "I
by keeping alive the divisions within have seen many such images in different
Indian society are afraid of tire assimilating The polemics about cultural invasion parts of the country. Back in the thirties.
powers of the global village. They are the come at a time when India is at the some of the kumhars (sculptors) in
ones wlho now protest most loudly, as they crossroads. The country is urbanizing arid Calcutta started to follow temple sculp-
see the effects of cultural globalization globalizing rapidly. Rural-urban migration tures. Examples of nude Saraswatis and
reach wider sections of urban society than is on the increase. In 1951, the urban nude Chandis [another Hindu goddess]
ever before. population in the country numbered 62.4 were products of that inspiration."

million. Today, on the 50th anniversary of Interestingly enough, those defending
Controversy over beauty pageants its independence, there are 250 million India's culture most stridently today against

urban Indians. This is nearly a quarter of an alien onsLaught are among the least
Back in the sixties. when an Indian film the country's total population. knowledgeable about the country's cultural

actrcss wore a bikini on screen, there were Urban India is at the front line of the history. From Alexander the Great and his
shrill cries from self-appointed custodians culture war. Across cities and towns in Macedonian army who crossed the Indus
of Indian culture. The bikini would open India, new migrants are changing the in 326 BC to the Persians, Scythians, Huins,
the floodgates of "Western values," they prevailing cultural iuatrix. The urban etlhos conitinued on page 11
warned. Last November, the swimsuit once in India today is a
again kicked up a row about Indian mosaic of several
culture and heritage. The organizers of the cultures cutting across
Miss Wodd pageant in Bangalore were regional, lineguistic, an_d
accused of trying to precipitate a cultural religious dlivides
earthqu ake. Bare-legged beauties Satellite television, a
sastaying down the ramip would upset the recent phenomenon in
subterranean structure in which Indian this country. is a potent
values were rooted, or so thie argument chiange agent. It is
went. Members of an obscure women's beaming new sights,
grouip threatened to immolate themselves sounids, andt imiages
as a gesture of protest. The beauty contest from remote comets of
took place As scheduled, but the hype and the globe into middle-
hoopla about heritage ensured an ava- class drawing rooms, as
lanche of embarrassing publicity for India. well as slu-ms. 'I'he

Wh1-y did the Mliss World pageant evoke result: a revolution of
such vitriolic reactions? The answer lies in rising, aspirations.
the politics of heritage played by India's Suddenily, it is righit an-d
cultural commissars. cultuirally legitimate to

Thc conspiracv theorists are a motley aspire to a better
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Urban India continuedfrom page 10 m o r o c c o

Mongols, and finally the British, each Preservation and Livability in Fez,
outsider has left an imprint on the Indian
psyche. India's unique talent of assimila- M orocco
tion ensured that every invader's culture
was absorbed. Indian culture today is the
sum of a series of cultural invasions. byJerrv Erbach

The puritanical streak of the Hindutva
(H indu nationalism) lobby is in total EZ. Historic cities, as exemplified by registration as historic artifacts, inclusion in

dissonance with Indian tradition Hindut the medina of Fez, Morocco, are specially funded programs, and physical
gods and goddesses were famous for their living urban areas that have evolved stabilization and restoration. What makes

lust for life. Sex is worshipped as a reli- continuously througlhout their history. urban or neighborliood preservation
gious ritual in this land perhaps-incon- Rapid economic change and population considerably more difficult and complex,
gruously-that invented monasticism. growth in developing countries over the however, are the many buildings that
Copulation in every imaginable form has last several decades have provoked the comprise the historic fabric of the city, but

been carved on stone and immortalized in abandonment of many historic city centers that have neither the obvious architectural
Hindu temples for almost 2,000 years. to the poorer and less urbanized segments nor historical importance to merit special
Shiva, India's oldest divinity, is still wor- of the population. The continued viability consideration. Attempting to preserve and
shipped mostly in phallic form. Shiva is of these historic areas requires maiiy revitalize several thousand traditional
also the god of yogic abstinence. The same mutually reinforcing activities that can houses in the core of the Fez medina
deity thus embodies the limits of pleasure help stimulate economic growth, alleviate would go well beyond the scale of stan-
and pain. poverty, and improve the urban environ- dard preservation efforts.

P+olitics or culture? The character and Balancing historicism with liveability
uniqueness of a place are

The current brouhaha about culture is essential to the well-being What is to be done? The adaptive reuse
really a tuif war between pro-changers and and of th historic structures and the active partici-
those who want the status quo. Zealots are productivity O e pation of private sector and local commu-

trying to manufacture a monochrome residents and to their nity groups in the preservation of their
Indian cultLre. This goes against the very sense of who they are. own neighborhoods are important compo-
essence of this multicultural, multiethnic, nents of any broad-based approach. Living
multilingual, and multireligious country, ment. The preservation and reinvigoration conditions within the Fez medina must be
where people have lived with contradic- of the historic urban context is a key improved substantially to generate citizen
tions for centuries. environimental consideration that ranks in commitment to preservation.

Culture is not a heavy weight of tradi- importance with the conservation of Current planning theory in Fez calls for
tion that coerces and compels individuals, agricultural land. The character and making living in the mecina more attrac-
In is instead a tool kit that individuals use uniqueness of a place are essential to the tive to middle-income families by improv-
to stage their daily life. Culture is also not well-being and productivity of the resi- ing motorized access to the medina. Two

the result of a one-time socialization dents and to their sense of who they are. major concerns about this approach are
process. Rather, it is a continual activity. Historic urban housing in developing how much historic fabric would be

tJrhan Tndia is repletc with examples of countries suffers from many of the same changed or destroyed in providing this
cultures and decades coalescing. Nowhere problems that have plagued substandard access and what measures would prevent
is this more evident than in the sphere of and/or clandestine housing areas on the further destruction of the historic core
popular entertainment. Indian pop-or urban periphery, areas that have been the caused by the spread of mediocre modern
Indipop-a new genre of music, reflects focus of upgrading and improvement architecture along these new roads. How
the post-liberalisation urban vouth in India activities for many years. Similar problems much historic importance can be stripped
who are perfectly comfortablc with two include difficult and unclear tenure away before the medina's special character
faces: the traditional and the modern. One situations, inadequate and deteriorating is unalterably changed or lost?
of the indipop bands-Colonial Cousins, infrastructure and urban services, deterio-
for instance-fuses Vedic chants and rating btiildings made from simple build Some complications
traditional Indian images of the teacher ing materials, and inadequate and out-
and pupil with guitar strumming in the dated community facilities. The deteriorat- Complicating the situation in Fez even
background. Slipping seamlessly from one ing condition of historic innercity areas ftirther is that the overwhelming majority
cultural space to another is the sign of the makes them susceptible to high levels of of its historic buildings are individual
times in urban India. So, even as the great pollution and potential social unrest houses. People have traditionally been
culture war goes on, ordinary men and because of overcrowding, low incomes, able to move upstairs where it is warmer
women in India are celebrating ftision. * and high levels of unemployment. in the winter and downstairs where

Many buildings in the older areas of fountains and shade cool the house in the
Patralekha Chatterjee is aforiner student of developing country cities have clear summer. With the increased population
the ReJugee Studies Programme, University architectural or historical value, for which pressure in the medinas, however, indi-
of Oxford, and a development journalist. classic preservationist techniques can be vidulal houses have been gradually divided
She is currently based in New Delhi. applied-detailed documentation, formal continued on page J.
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Preservation and Livability continlued from palge 11

up into separate apartments and rooms to excessive wear and tear on historic and floor mosaics. Several dozen pieces of
accommodate low-income families. This houses. This can be accoinpllished by 'standard' tiles that are combined in
means that half the residents live in the reducing the number of households that different ways to create manv designs are
wrong part of the house during each currenitly overcrowd traditional houses. It still tediously chipped into shape by hand.
climatic extreme. requires a significant increase in the The art of zellywill rapidly disappear from

one of the dilemmas is to make hous- availability of affordable housing outsidc most new construction unlcss new tech-
ing units more livable wiLtiout destroying the medina for low-income and other nologies in the production of basic ceramic

materials are introduced to keep this rype
of decortion affordable. Small-scale

industiies to produce these tiles could be
formed or upgraded with some financial

crand/or technical assistance.
their historic chrcervle ovrig dsdatgdhueodInstitute a low-cost and regular

maintenance programn. ivanv historic
houses and buildings in the medina of Fez
and other historic urban areas suffer frolte
very common and basic maintenance

-~~~~ A ~~~problems. Building stabilization-and

hence, repair and restoration-almost

i a lways begins with the roof to prevent theinfiltration of rainwater inito the building.
Neighborhood programs could increase
local awareness of the need for reglarti
mieainitenance, provide specialized training
to local work crews, and extend financial

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~incentives to homeowners to perform
necessar small-scale dainitenance, repair,
and im pprovements. Similar types of

Itneighborhood self-help programs couldi be
- ~~~developedl for th-e impr-ovemient anid

maintenance of small scale tertiarv infra-
N4~~~U' Lin ~~~structure.

p Recreate a language of design that
builds on traditional construction. This

* .- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~is also critical to restoring the continuity of
acom-imon design language between th-ose

involved in the building process and the
commiunity at large. A commoni language

~ of design requiires com-munity dialogue
* andl education, training of workers and

craftsmen, research into local building
their historic character or value. Converting disadvantaged houiseholds. materials, and a wide range of hands-on
them to commercial or tourist uses-such * InLtroduce piractical, small-scale demonstrations to support its imnplemenita-
as mug shops, restaurants, workshops, or improvements to make traditional tion.
storage areas-or even leaving them emnpty housing more lilveable. This could Unlike the presenvation of inidividual
for most of the year are not viable solu- include, for example, coverinig thie courn- cultural artifacts, the presen'ation of
tions, given the large number of houses yards with plastic sheets to make use of historic urban areas provides a real test of
involved and the inevitable damage that the spaces all year routnd. Piped water can ouir ability to achieve sustainable cities.
will occur to buildings that aire not regu- be recycled fr-om ihle fountains to m-ain-taini The effort not onaly requires tneasures to
ladly maintained, Without people actually the traditional atmosphere of the courtyard stabilize andl Preserve the historic fabric
living in the core area of Fez, the special while eliminating the need for unreliable and character of the area, buit also actions
character and historic fabric of the m-edina anid polluted river water, to reinivigorate it as a livable, environmen-
will dJeteriorate at an ever-increasing rate. *Encourage the use of traditional tally sound community. N

building materials and skills as part of
Some workable approaches miainstream construction practices. Jerry Er-bach has wor-ked as a preseivat ion

Othierwise, thiese miater-ials and skills will airch/lecl for- 10years, m2ost notably with)
The only solution is to resolve the become increasingly expensive and JUVESCO on the M11aster Preservation Plani

problems related to the continued occuipa- difficuilt to procure. Jor- the c/ti, rf Fez, Illorocco, ant i ntb the
tion of traditional housing, possibly with One examiple in the conitext of Fez U.S. National Regisler- of H/slur/c P/rices, He
these methods: involves the use of Moroccan zellp~-or is currently a seuzor archiect/planner with

- Reduce population pressure and pieces of ceramic tile-for elaborate wall iPad/Go, fInc., in Mashington, D.C.
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Is There a World Heritage?
by Gj. Asbworth

G RONINGEN. There is a strongly Gestures and compromises accessibility and psychic identification.
felt need to believe in the exist- Similarly, but usually less stridently at

G ence of a world heritage as the Thcre are, of course, international the local scale, therc has been an assertion
common property of all mankind. After all, forums and organizations that attempt to of the role of heritage in local identities.
political frontiers have proved to be highly articulate the idea of world heritage. This is reflected in a view of tourism that
permeable to aesthetic ideas and cultural Concerned experts have been issuing takes primacy of local ownership of
movements, and much of the conserved declarations on behalf of us all from the heritage as axiomatic. If tourists are in
built environment is on free, permanent Charter of Athens (1931) to the Charter of scarch of "their" heritage (that is, those
display, needs no translation, and is thus Venice (1964). The International Council past associations that relate to them) and
directly accessible to all. It would be on Sites and Monuments has delivered not "your" heritage (that is, the pasts that
desirable, indeed, to regard the wealth of codes of practice. and UNESCO has drawn fulfil local identity needs, which to tourists
the centuries of human artistic productivity up many conventions on cultural property. are irrelevant), then it is assumed that loca.
as both the responsibility of the whole It is truc that World authenticity and local
human community and as freely available Heritage Sites have The close symbiosis identity should take
for the enrichment of all. Every tourist been designated by b precedence over
interested in international heritage asserts UNESCO. And, on the between heritage and global identity. This
both the existence of a world hcritage and continental scale, the tourism is not new. From localization of heritagt
the right of accessibility to it. More mun- Council of Europe has the first, the desire to has become a conven-
danely, each such tourist selects what that regularly awarded the tional wisdom of
heritage will be and contributes directly or prestigious epithet conserve and the desire miiany miuseums that
indirectly to its support. European City of to visit were mutually attempt to replace the

Culture (not, it should "colonization" of local
A contested resource be noted, City of stimulating. cultures with policies

European Culturc). of local empower-
While they are no doubt useful political ment. Heritage should thus not only be

The close symbiosis between heritage encouragement and economic stimuli to returned to local people, but it should be
and tourism is not new. From the first, the national actions, such designations and housed, interpreted and-presumably, if
desire to conserve and the desire to visit awards are in practice little more than the they so wish-disposed of by them as
were mutually stimulating. The 18th results of political compromises among being 'theirs" and not "ours."
century Grand Tour "discovered," and thus national governments-governments that
preserved, the heritage of the classical are jockeying for financial support, directly Creating a global heritage: A difficult tasl
Mediterranean world. Today, the global or indirectly, through tourism, as well as
village is merely claiming its global heri- national prestige and national legitima- A concept of "Mundus Nostra" as a
tage. The reality, however, is that the past tion-rather than the beginnings of the global parallel to "Europa Nostra" will not
is a contested resource. Global demands recognition, designation, and support of a just come into existence; it must be
have lost the competition to national local distinctive world heritage. created. There should be no illusions
interests, which have been far more None of this is very remarkable if one about the difficulty of that task. If all
successful in colonizing the past for their remembers that the idea of a national heritage, by being someone's, must
own purposes. heritage was synchronous with the idea of disinherit someone else, then a world

Although some spectacular rnodern a nation-state. National museums, collec- heritage is not a happy summation of local
events have demonstrated the strength of tions, histories, conservational legislative and national heritages, but rather a denial
global concern and the readiness of people frameworks, and practices were both of them. if the sour comment of Turner
to translate this concern into international created by, and instrumental in the cre- and Ash (1976) that "tourism is every-
action in response to crises, they have also ation of, the nation-state. They were w\hele tlhe enemy of authenticity and
made its limits abundantly clear. The intended to project national messages cultural identity" is to believed, then
international sympathy, expertise, and legitimating that structure. tourism is part of a heritage problem and
money that flowed into Venice after the The primacy of national "ownership" of not an instruniient for asserting the exist-
1966 floods were largelv powerless to do national heritage is actually reinforced by a ence of a global heritage. Heritage is
more than renovate a few buildings in the UNESCO policv of repatriation that encour- simply an assertion of ownership of the
face of quite different local economic ages modern states to lay claim to the past. Until that ownership can be
priorities and procrastination on the part of cultural products of previous civilizations collectivised on a world scale, rather than

.. ~~~~h tepe of an pepe tha the rear as .theirs" nationalized or localized, then heritage wilthe Italian government. T,e temples of and peoples that they regard as theirs- be more a cause of national and local
Abu Simbel were "saved," but the Aswan and thus clearly not "ours." "Elginism," the coni tan of oatroncliatn U
High Dam was built. Ultimately, the worldwide asseiilbly of artifacts in imperial conflict than of global reconciliation. 1
sovereignty of the nation-state over "its" capitals, was global whatever else it was. G.J Ashworth is a professor at the Univer-
heritage dictates that national priorities "De-Elginization' would result in a global sity of Groningen, the Netherlands.
take precedence over global concern. disinheritance in terms of both practical
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The New Corporate Philanthropy
by Keith W Eirinberg

W5Tt ASHINGTON, D.C. At an strategic importance of the market to the has a greater stake than ours [travel and
international conference 'The firm; capabilities of their staff; how far tourisml in preserving history and tradi-

NV Future of Asia's Past," in their money goes in a particular country tion, cultural differences, or nature and
January 1995, former Thai Prime Minister (considering the exchange rate and costs); the environment."
H.E. Anand Panyarachun called on the the merit of the project; the likelihood of To this end, American Express has
private sector to put its considerable success and subsequent impact; confi funded preservation initiatives throughout
experience and financial resources behind dence in their potential partners: whether the world, such as through grants to both
efforts to save Asia's cultural legacy. they will have some measure of control in the Europa Nostra awards for the best
Similar calls have echoed recently in other achieving maximum publicity for their architectural restoration projects in Europe
parts of the world as cash-strapped investment: and how successfully they can and to a similar awards program in the

influeince public opinion, increase govern- Caribbean; and by supporting numerous
MvftlnaUDonaHs ment support, and stimulate puiblic and restoration efforts in such places as St.

are iokffg for causes private fundraising fur coinservationi Paul's Cathedral in London, war-damaged
|hg91 1G naWn 99mOEu3q lg&.<, through recognition and grants. A com- Duhrovnik, the Arc de Triomphe in Paris;

pany generally will not join a conservation the SphinLx in Giza, the Preah Khan
gGoodc p a c ,eizs1l,h'p> effort in a country in which it has no temple complex at Angkor. the Temple of

bUt thrat aiC Li Qte h qhei staffed business presence. Literature in Hanoi, ancl the Teatro Colon
bottom Hole =,Fnteupq_sts. in Buenos Aires. The company also funds

Some global corporate initiatives conservation traininig and sponsors

governments look for new sources of publications on cultural heritage.

funding for their cultural heritage conser- Declares Harvey Golub, chief executive At United Technologies Corporation.
vation efforts. officer of American Express, "No industrv continued on page 2Ž

To some extent, multinational corpora-
tions have responded. American Express.
United Technologies, Exxon, and Amoco An Interview with Ugo Panerai, Communications Division, Foreign Press Office, i
are a few of the companies that support of Olivetti, tvrea, Italy
projects to conserve cultural heritage in
the foreign communities in which they do
business. For example, the World Monu- UA Why did Olivetti choose to support cultural heritage projects over other equally
ments Watch-a program that is attempt worthy pbilanthropic causes?

ing to save the world's 1)0 most endan- PANERAI: Olivetti's mission, since its foundation in 1908, has been the development of

gered cultural heritage sites and monu- projects, products, and systems to manage and transmit information. It has therefore always
ments-is funded by a five-year, $5 mil- had a close association with the world of design and creativity.
lion grant from the American Express Olivetti's comuliitment to the promotion of the arts and culture really began at the end of

Foundation. the 1960s. The first major event sponsored was the exhibition of frescoes from Florence,
which had been moved to safety after the 1966 floods and subsequently restored.

Why support heritage projects? UA: Howv do you decide on projects and local partners?

As the flow of foreign investment into PANERAI: In most cases, the choice of project has been based on A combination of two
emerging markets increases, tie prospects factors. First, by maintaining constant tics w,ith the arts world, Olivetti has kept itself up to

brighten for greatcr corporate support for date with the issues and research of greatest interest for a possible project or exhibition.
Second, in many countries, dle arts bodies or public authorities have invited Olivetti to take

cultural heritage. Businesses have begun part in specific projects.

using corporate philanthropy to support With regard to partners, Olivetti has always worked alone-in cooperation with the

their strategic marketing objectives in relevant authorities or institutes, of course-but without other external partners.

these foreign markets. This is the "new

corporate philanthropy." Multinationals UA: Would you continue to support cutltural heritage conservation projects based on

are looking for causes that not only your experiences?

demonstrate good corporate citizenship, PANERAI: Wholeheartedly. A company's social and cultural commliitment evolves in line with 

but that also further their bottom line changes taking place in its operating environment, with the size and scope of its buisiness,

interests. and with the opportunities that arise.

Multinationals that have supported Olivetti's activities in this area today focus on a single major project: providing
cultural heritage projects carefully study organisational, technological, and finanicial support for the restoration of Leonardo da Vinci's

ltuera theiria pricitn . . Last Supper in the Church of Santa Maria delle Grazie in Milan. The restoration ancd return of
whether their participation can be effec- this masterpiece to public view and to the academic world will be completed in the spring of

tive both for the host countrv and their 1998.

business interests. Corporate managers

review many aspects of a project: the __
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Rediscovering Quito's Past through Partnership
by Miguel Angel CorzoQ-\ UITO. Quito, as a designated become more affluent, they have migrated of this area to all of Quito. The results of

World Heritage City, is blessed towards the outlying areas of the city-a this survey were then used to address

witlh an astonishing and rich i well-known redistribution pattern found in heads on the citizens' most important
cultural heritage. The historic center is many other cities around the world. concerns. A video documentary was

made up of an extraordinary array of As the housing dwellings in the city produced and shown to various citizen

buildings dating from its colonial past. But centers have became vacant, new and groups and other important
as in most historic centers in Latin America, different inhabitants have moved in. decisionmakers-economic and otherwise.

its civil, commercial, and ecclesiastical Furthermore, many of the city's finest

buildings were constructed at a time when buildings have been transformed into Full fledged urban renovation
urban contemporary problems and needs warehouses to store the merchandise sold

could not be foreseen. during the day. This has created a lower Quito has now undertaken a complete

tax base, which cannot support all the city program of urban renovation of its historic

Traditional role, modern pressures center's conservation needs. Clearly, center. The old fume-spewing buses have

something has to be done. been replaced with pollution-free electric

The traditional role of Quito's historic trolleys. Street vendors are being relocated
center as a vibrant marketplace continues Preservation partnerships to the rescue to other parts of the city. Building owners

today, as the city's inhabitants flock to the have, as a first step toward renovation,

city center for their commercial transac- Under the leadership of Mayor Rodrigo begun re-painting the urban landscape
tions. But, as the historic area has grown, Paz and his successor Mayor Jamil with colors from the city's past.

parking has become difficult and traffic has Mahuad, something is being done. The city The city has also selected a series of

increased. The accompanying congestion has begun to initiate partnership programs buildings to restore to their former

and unacceptable level of pollution have with various national preservation organi- elegance. Others are being restructured for

not only begun to harm the citizens, but zations from Belgium, Italy, Spain, and the adaptive reuse; this is inherently a sustain-

the very buildings of the historic area as United States to rescue some of Quito's able act because it conserves resources,

well. churches, monasteries, and plazas. energy, and materials.
The Getty Conservation Institute (GCI)

approached the problem by first creating a Pride and respect
tripartite partnership with the Office of the

lMayor of Quito and the Fundaci6n The work done in Quito through the
Caspicara-a local foundation focusing its GCI city partnership conforms with

efforts on Quito's cultural heritage. The historical research and documentation
partners decided to focus on the historic guidelines, and has actively involved the
center's main artery, the Calle Garcia community. The public campaign has

Moreno, and to begin revitalization efforts addressed citizens' real conccrns; compat-
with this street. TIhe aim was to trigger ible uses for the buildinigs h-ave been
local actions by house owners here and in identified. The new rcspect shown by
the rest of the historic center. owners for their properties and their desire

to participate directly in the rescue and

Surveys uncover past glories maintenance of their buildings speak not
only of their pride of ownership, but also

A complete photogrammetric survey of of respect for the historic space as a whole
1 all the buildings along a major segment of GCI's efforts in Quito and elsewhere
o the street was undertaken with the collabo- aim to ensure that tourist development of

Temporary vending stalls set up along ration of local architects and the support of historic centers brings respect and dignity

the streets of the city center further clog city authorities. A color survey of the to the inhabitants of these citics. Alliances

the arteries, which are already not wide facades was also made. This latter survey of this nature among technical organiza-

enough to accommodate the increased revealed the broad palette of colors that tions, political forces, administrative

traffic and commercial activities along the lay beneath the white paint applied in the authorities, and the communities involved

sidewalks. 1940s to lend uniformity to the street's give a human dimension and sustainable

Population growth in Quito-particu- buildings. These results were translated energy to the adaptive reuse of historic

larly in tie past 25 years-and the eco- into a series of printed posters showing centers, and ensure that their patrimlony

nomic growth accompanying it have also how the city looked in the past. continues to belong to the world. U

exerted considerable pressure on the city's The residents were also surveyed to
historic fabric. Specifically, as the city's determine their attitudes toward the
population has grown and the traditional historic center and to create an awareness MWiguel Angel Coerzo is director of the Getty
inhabitants of the historic center have among them of the importance and value Consereation Institute, Los Angeles.
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Strategies for Survival: St. Petersburg Museums in
the Market Economy

T7here is no escapefrom its sense ofplace, I tourist revenue is great, but essentially Futid and the Soros Foundation. the three
not even for a minute, which is houw all unexplored. In an cmerging cconomy, the organizations collaborated on a workshop
great cities used to be but are no longer. economic impact of culture is hard to among Britishi museum consultants and

-Duncan Fallowell, quantify. Reliable tourist statistics and directors and directors from a number of
One Hot Summer in visitor surveys are lacking. St. Petersburg museums "not of federal
St. Petersburg, 1994 Nonetheless, the city's Culture and tourism significance." The aim was

twin cultural icons-the deceptively simple: to trainS T. PETERSBURG. The northern chill Hermitage and the Kirov are the only saleable the Russian museum
of a Russian autumn was warmiied by Ballet-do have global sector left in the directors to identify, ana
flashes of gold-St. Isaac's, the Kazan namie recognition, and big city's inventory lyze, and implement the

Cathedral, and the Mikhailovsk,y Palace- names lure visitors. Out of needs of their museums in
and also by the weathered pastels of the the conviction that culture is currently the an emergiing market economy.
historic city buildings. only major engine to attract visitors and At the opening reception in September,

The city was built in 1,703 on a marsh revenue lo regenerate the ciLy a new Alexander Margolis, director of the St.
by 20,000 Swedish slaves at the orders of initiative was born-Strategy for Survival: Petersburg Renaissance Foundation, and a
Peter the Great. Situated on the Gulf of St. Petersburg Museums in the Market partner in the workshop, remarked that
Finland, St. Petersburg was to be Russia's Economy. "the cultural heritage of St. Petersburg
and Pcter's cultural monument-a rejection In the last year, under the aegis of the belongs to the whole world not just to St.
of the Old Russia as he transiformed his Prince of Wales Business Leaders Forum, Petersburg." By improving the museums
country into a Westernizcd state. and with funding from the UK Know How continued on page 16

Later in the 18th century, Catherine the
Great finished crcating a city that is a
grandiose architectural potpourri: a fusion Some Thoughts on Our Participation in the Russian-British Seminar
of Russian mysticism, Neo-classicism, and a
Baroque style of architecture designed by Ili Yeegen. yArtemov
the Italian architect Rastrelli. Gutted from
the marshland, this city-the mad indul- ST. PETERSBURG. Our participation in the Russian-British seminar "Strategies for Survival'

gave us an opportunity to take a look from an outsider's perspective at our new financial
gence of the Rtomanovs-was transformed problems. It helped us view our methods of solving them as an integated set of tasks with
into a vast network of squares and palaces, varying degrees of complexity and urgency, which require a systematic approach and need
bridges, canals, and waterways. to be resolved step-by step today, tomorrow, and on into the future.

What is left today is a stunning array of The seminar in September 1996 helped accelerate the development of the museum's
treasures and buildings that elicit both awe strategic planning program up to the Year 2000 and contributed to the enrichment of its
and despair. There is little official capacitv content, particularly the part that deals with the strategy for developing the museum's

topreserve this legacy. marketing activities. Using the SWOT (strengths-weaknesses-opportunities-talents) analysis
to preserve proposed by our British colleagues, our museum identified underutilized opportunities. As a

result, we have opened up a gift shop for the first time, as well as a cafe, and the museum
Culture replaces industry lhas begun to offer a number of new visitor services.

Our British colleagues know a greaL deal about museum development and have a wealth
With perestroika and the end of the cold of experience about surviving under difficult financial conditions. They have also mastered

war in 1991 came the collapse of the the principles of teaching through the use of business games, and they have a strong sense
submarine industry and the closing of the of tact. They demonistrated this beautifully in their work with the managers of
naval base-a major source of municipal St. Petersburg's museumiis who took part in the programii-a group of all shapes and colors
revenue. With workers, soldiers, and that varied widely in its perception of and receptivity to foreign experience.

pensioners goin unpaid, fundi .fAt the most basic level, Russian and British museums share a desire to do a intore
pensioner goingunpa, fu effective job of carrying out a social mission. Another commIon characteristic is a wish to

Catherine and Peter's cultural legacy is establish a sufficiently stable financial position for our museums-one that provides as muchl]
being cut. The city is gradually recognizing independence as possible. The differences lie primarily in the income levels of British and
the necd to attract alternative forms of Russian museum-goers, and their level of comfort not only within the walls of a musetlim,
investment and is shifting its energies hut also in daily lifc. Museums also fall in different positions of priority among the desires
toward technology, tourism, science, and and needs of British and Russian people.
comdunications in its strategic plan which At the same time, the forms and methods employed by British and Russian colleagues incoiz,inicaion intsaecpantheir work with museum visitors are similar, universal, and mutuallv understandable, This is
will he completed in November, for now, precisely what makes the dialogue among museum employees productive and useful, and
though, culture and tourism aIre the only what contributes to the enrichment and enhancement of museum development in both
salable sector left in the city's inventory. counuties.

What could the econontic impact of St. The main outcome of our joint work is that we learned not only how to formulate
Petersburg's cultural heritage be for the problems, but also how to find oppormunities for their resolution.
city? With more than 100 museuums in the a'evgemn' Artermov is deptuty director'for research. State Y1 f useutm of Russian Political History, in

city and numerous churches, galleries, and St. Petershu-g.
monuments, the city's potential to draw l_|
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Strategies for Sur vival continuedfrom page 15

sector, the city would be protecting and The problems... grant money, and how to produce posters
promoting its precious and unique assets. and postcards.

As the first session began, the St. Forward planning, marketing tech-
Where to start? Petersburg Times reported that federal niques, visitor care, cafes and gift stores,

funding of museums was being cut off. CD-ROMs and interactive television.. the
On one of those Russian autumn This meant that no more money would be vocabulary of the free market was igniting

mornings when the sun glitters through available for electricity, heating, or tele- in Lenin's reception room.
shedding trees, a group of 40 got to work phones, and that only half the staff salaries The Russian reaction was positive:
in the grand reception room of a housc would be paid. Natalia Dementieva, director of the Mu-
where Lenin once lived. Elsewhere in this Other problems emerged. The Russian seum of the History of St. Petersburg notec
town of Tsarkoe Selo is the Alexander M'Auseums Law does not allow museums to that: "Until now we had an allergy to
Palace, residence of the last Czar make money except through entrance fees. planning. This kind of planning will be
Alexander and his family. Museums have had bloated staff numbers useful in my muscum, although my

During the introductory session, an because budgets are allocated according to colleagues will say 'why bother? we have
immediate philosophical chasm became number of staff. Also mentioned were no money.' I will tell them that this kind ol
apparent. As was bitterly illuminated by crumbling buildings, and aging and planning will get us money."
the comment of one of the Russian mu- dccaying cxhibits. The British messagc was relentless: Ask
seum directors, "the museum who you are, where you want
visitor is our enemy." Museum "'to go, and how to get there.
curators worldwide recognize in ' And maintain th-e capability to
that declaration a typical respond to changes on the way.
complaint of the research- The messages to put forward to
academic establishment: the a visitor are important. "Remem-
belief that museums are the her it is always important to
preserve of academia from know who does not visit your
which the common mian mnust museum," said Barbara
be excluded. Woroncow. director of the

As in Russia, the British Yorkshire and Hu ngmberside
museum sector has suffered Museums Council. And finally,
from overly centralized plan- "owhen youi make a plan, talk to
ning, staff cutbacks, and a your constituents and conduct
building closures. The sector t visitor surveys. A good visit is
has had to reinvent itself bv a the cheapest form of publicity.
making museums more accessible, friendly The question was posed by both sides: By the end of the first phase of the
and, lost importantly, relevant to the How can St. Petersburg's iuseums survive workshop in September, skepticism and
visitor. and prosper under these conditions? The enthusiasm were equally apparent. There

Celina Fox, one of the museum consult- unequivocal answer came from Celina Fox: were those Russian museum directors who
ants from Britain, pointed out that the "do not see lack of money as preventing believed in the possibility of change. Then
museum sector has always had to fight to change." were those who were openly scornfLl of
gain funding from public resources. 'Now Throughout the three-day workshop, the whole process. And then there were
new policies," she said, "dictate that British the Rlssians were asked to adopt a new those with a wait-and-see attitude. The
museums beconie more self-reliant through methodology for addressing their funding proof would be in the next three months
sponsorship, corporate events, and train- problems and to adopt a new way of as they got the chance to implement some

looking at how to solve them. The task of the plan,ing suggestions and marketing
'Until now, we had was huge: tok look at a new way to operate concepts introduced at the workshop.

an allergy to planning. within an economy crippled by corruption

Thileagues will be usestdayoful thein collabo and stagnation, within a policy and legal Ideas into actionration. willbeolsefulinframework that actively discoufrages
my museum, although my invesimnent in CUlture Phase two in january was a review of

colleagues will say, 'why progress since September-a crucial stage
bother? we have no money~....and how to begin addressing them because the dlirectors were to have taken

bother? we have no money.' ~~~~~~~~~~~~their new ideas from the workshop back t

I will tell them that plan- As the workshop evolved with its role- the museums to persuade their staff to

nling will get us money.' playing, game-playing, and SWOT analysis adopt planning strategies.
(strengths, weaknesses, oppor-tu-nities. and The immediate results were gratifying:

ing. Addressing fundlamenLal issues suchi as t-alents), questionis were asked andt inlterest n-ew cafes and gift sh-ops, improved
cash shortages can he solved by a change was piqued: "How do we study our signage, and some impressively detailed
in attitude by miuseum staff." she said-a visitor?" asked Nina Popova, director of the development planning. Demonstrating the
none-too-subtle call to arms to her Russian Anna Akhmatova Museum. Questions Russian genius for barter and circumven-
colleagues on the first day of their collabo- arose abouit storage and maintenance of tion, the Artillery Muiseum won first prize.
ration. collections, where to apply for foreign continued oni page I
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Strategies for Survival continuedfrom page 16

The organization that runs this museum's feeling of breaking new ground-and of At the final meeting of all the museum
gift shop pays the museum with 16 tons of being wary about being too critical. directors, both teams agreed that this was a
heating coal. Another military coup: the work in progress. But the context for the
organization that runs this cafe also cleans Beyond the museums initiative workshops is about more than just muse-
all the washrooms and give the staff of 200 ums. It is about the relaLionship between
a 50 percent discount. the arts and culture and how this affects

There were some disasters and some The end result on the Russian side was economic development and the economic
triumphs. Nina Popova, director of the a -surprising mix of administrative and regeneration of the city.
Akhmatova Museum, which is housed in structural innovation. coupled with rapidly If culture is the vehicle for wealth
the flat where the poet wrote Requtiem, commercializing products. But progress creation, how soon will this happen in St
was concerned with publicity issues and was uneven. Perhaps because one of the Petersburg? Will it happen soon enough to
with learning how to study the visitor. She central messages conveyed by the British save the city's cultural heritage? 'the
also has a big project brewing: the rede- team was that in order to innovate, you argument for the importance of culture has
sign of the museum. 'the designer Boris must take on responsibility that is not in been answered easily by the cities of
claimed that there is only one type of your job description. The love of your Barcelona and Glasgow. Now it must be
Russian visitor-one who is "traditional collection must extend to learning new made in Russia. -
and passive." With the new plan for the skills. Unfortunately, imagination was not a
museum, he says, "we want the visitor to commodity in great demand during the ilargaret Bergen is editor- ofThe Urban
work." The plan redesigns the museum Soviet era. Age.
into a flexible literary exhibition with an
emphasis on the poet's domestic life.

"There is a visual evolution as the visitor A Post-Soviet, Post-industrial Postscript ftom St. Petersburg
moves from decade to decade," says Mark
Suggitt, director of St. Albans Museums. by Mark Sugitt
The plan, it seems, is a reinforcement of ST. PETERSBURG. As we enter the next century, the vision of cities and their relatiolnship to
the shared goals among the staff. Everyone commerce and culture reilmains a troubled one. How can they find a role in an increasingly
agreed that it gets the museum's "product" post-industrial world of iiiass commuunications? Can they use culture as the fuel of regenera-
right: through the redesign, one will get to tion? If these issues are still problematic in the affluent West, what about the cities of the
know the Russian people and their poetry former Soviet Union? In a world turned upside down, their industries are closing, their
better through Anna Akhmatova's person- infrastructure is crumbling, and their cultural institutions receive inadequate funding.
ality. Against this background, the museums of St. Petersburg will have to make some radical

All was not quite right, though. Nina adjustments to survive. We organised a series of visits and seminars for our Russian col-
Popova's staff had not yet seen the plan- leagues. The benefit of the UK experience was thought to be practical, as we could speak
indeed, they still have yet to see it. fiom experience about reduced public funding, restructurings, and the general reluctance of

At anothier museum, in the absence of mIlost post-war British governments to invest in culture.
We arrived in St. Petersburg in September 1996 and visited all the museums whose

the director, only a deputy director had directors would be attending the first seminar. The Hermitage dominates the museum scene,
been infonaned about the second work- and is often the onlv one tourists visit. This is unfortunate, as the Russian Museum, Naval
shop. Museum, Artillery Museum, and Museum of Political History all have wonderfiul collections.

The Museum of Military Medicine, The smaller museumls in the former flats of Dostoyevsky and Akhmatova offer a more
which has a staff of 376, had had its bank intimate insight into the artistic and domestic world of a great city.
account frozen, and no permanent home We were impressed by the quality of the collections and also by the approaches some
for its collection. The director admitted his directors had taken to deal with lack of funding. Other directors were less open and seemed
initial reluctance about the work-shop. "I to resent the fact that the world had changed. Not surprisingly, those with this attitude

usually had the worst standards of care, both for their collections and their public.
was dragged from my desk to do the role- The seminar was initially hard work. Questions hke "The problems are so big, what can

playing, but then I cauglit the communica- we do?" and "Do they think we don't understand?" arose. Wle discussed our experience with
tion disease and my attitude changed. l management theory, forward planning, marketing, and customer care. Fortunately, we were
reported on the seminar to the staff. To all able to break down barriers, and, by the end of the week, we felt that inost of die
many of the older metnbers, marketing and directors had been very open.
advertising are obscene words." Now Retumring in January, we were pleased to see that some of the threatened museum
information about this museum's archives closures had not taken place. Forward plans were being written, new displays were being

designed. and deals were being struck over shops and cafes. Some directors had doneIS on the Internet, and marketing materials nothing. For those who had acted though. our second set of visits helped build on the first.
are in tourist agencis, hotels, and schools. St. Petersburg is a beautiful citv, but many of its charms are hard to find. T'he museums

The British team had a nightly post are keen to market themsclvcs more and hecome entrepreneurial, hut they are thwarted by
mortem: for those who were receptive, this t taxation laws, local bylaws, and a civic authority that is ponderous and bureaucratic. The city
was the right contact and experience. but is losing out in rourism and foreign investment.
who would derive thie most benefit? Who St Petersburg is a 'Barcelona' in waitinig, but to become one, it mnust learn to analyse
shou-ld go on to the next stage? Ilow could itself, admit that much needs to be done-and then begin doing those things.
we tell them what was wrong? What Mlark Stmggirt is museuoms director of the St. Albans Museunms in Si Albaos, Hertfordshire, the
should the results of this work be, and United Kingdom.
should they be written? There was a I
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Children Preserving Their Past
by Reinhard Goetberl

T he old man bent over tbe pile oJ(' often focuses on narrotv development sNill become totuiorrow s decisionmnakers
stone- I lived here once, long ago. "islands" centered on soIIIe major 10onu- and leaders; tlie will cnact and enforce

T ibis was where myftitherfihed the Inent, wlhile niiore prosaic hlistory-tthe laws. set the torne for debate, and prosvide

wall.". . . Ibeyoung man pointed to the villages and htouLses spread across the examtrples to he emtilated.
abandoned village. `That's where Igre' land-is lost, often deliberately and Perhaps one of the quickest ancl most
p/C. Iook, at that pile of stone! How could wvithout remorse. effective ways to involve chilclren in the

myfather live like that?" ... A small boy It is more difficult to capitalize on these heritage of their country would he to use
systematically picked stonesfrom the tuaills attractions: the payback is lower and it the resources of existing archaeological
qf/'the abandoned village,e, pulling ottt those takes more time to recover investments. institutions, particularly those from abroad.
that nvould collapse sections of the nail Outside investment is difficult to attract. The staff of these organizations are at the
giggling as he did so. Moreover, the biggest obstacle is that the forefront of presernation efforts; through

But it could be different A small boy citizenry itself all too often sees the past as their dedlication to their work, they have
the potential to stiniulate clildreni and
build real understanding.

One excellent avsenue imiight be to have
children participate in a dig. This way,
they could absorb first hanid the excite-
nient of historical discoverv. AnotLler

G' v W \ ,sitrtple svav to involve children CoUlrl be an
"i a ,- .,;: : ., . .lZwareness progratti offeredi throLgh

i- sciools. Simple self teaching kits cotildl he
clevelioipedriancl marie asvailable. Agaiin.

professional institrttes coolrl he persuadedl
to give of their time and resources.

lModels already exist that could be
-.* t | _ ; ffi . adapted For example, in the United

C ,.~~~~~~ States, the Boy SCoLits arc establishing an
* t-d. -X9X ++t- - . > . archeology merit badge that requires

. ~~~~~~ .~~~~~ par-ticipating in an excavationl, preparinig
- V ,,, ~~~~~~~~~~~an archaeological exhibit, andl researching

. "'" carly settlers. Anld the National 'I'rust fot

___ j ~.- r E ; ̂  -t: t- -: 0 - ^ - .Histonc Preservation and National Plark
A& Service have created a Heritage Educationl

;t,<r*@P'' 7 .5 , .. r.- i 'S' + "* t =1 Program that includes both curriculltti
'~~~~' n~raieworks andl lesson plans. Models and

resouirces like theSe, could e~aSily lie

L C expanded into full programs.
We all share the samne concern ahsiut

O protecting and safeguardling cultttral

r; 'kS -. e _g__ = heritage. Bult until now we've approachecl
-' 2< tJt8F=_;c-t-3 ¶M fla a,e ~o te, ... ^ l development and preservation from a

narrow professional base rather than by
systematically replaced stones that had old-fashioned. This attitude is clearly the enlisting wider popular support. We need

fallen out oJ'the nall of the house in ihe !most difficult obstacle to preserving a to develop a broader stakeholder base.
abatndoned village. As he did so, h vernacular heritage. And what better way to start than through
reflected on stores abou t hisgrandfalher, Drtring a recent workshop in the south our youth? U
and his grattdfathers grandfather, nho ofJorclan whiclh explored the reuLse of
had built and lived here. ahandoned Tmountain villages for dlevelop ;

TIhe importance of a country's heritage ment and totirism, it became evident that
is beyond dispute. It represents the only through the education of its yortng
mernory of the physical, social, and can a country sustain its heritage. Instilling Reinhard Goethert is coordinator of the
crultural patrimony. From a developmental in youth a sensitivity, awareness, and SIGUS Grotip and is affiliated with the
statndlpoint, a countiy's historical heritage appreciation of a common history is one of School ofjArchitecture and PIannintg at
means economiiic opportunity, primarily thc few approaches that offers long- Massachusetts Insititute of Technology,
throughi tourism. But preservation all too term hope in this regard. This aware cadre Camnbridge, Massachusetts.
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Mali Fights to Preserve Fragments of
West African Heritage
by John BalzcrD JENNE. Ilistory crimbles under- Djennc. 'Mali plays a very important role "My background as an archaeologist

foot. Shoes crunch down upon in African history because of its position in helps me understand that my role is
.D Africa's Middle Ages. trans-Saharan trade." limited," he says. 'The cemeteries are full

In every direction, the ground here is Compared with the treasures of more of people who thought they were indis-
carpeted with multicolored fragments of comprehensively studied regions of the pensablc.'
pottery, broken figurines. oxidized iron world, physical evidence of Africa's histoir Now, if only Konare and his govern-
castings, human bones, and burial jars-a is scarce. And what is known has bcen ment can save enough of Mali's heritage to
vast medieval settlement exposed iucre- largely ignored in African schools, many of secure its benefits for the country's neadly
mentally by rain and erosion. 10 million citizens.

In this Niger River region of Mali is a Oral traditions The plundei is exident everywhere,
lode of one of Africa's rarest treasures- continue to link the driven by the novelty of African historical
splendid evidence of its heritage. l generations in Africa. objects and the increasing popularity of

Here, 600 years ago, an urban family Malian artifacts among private collectors
prepared dinner in a clay pot, put the But tangible artifacts and museums. Impoverished farmers
children to sleep safeguarded by elaborate that connect epochs supplement their income as looters.
fetishes, and poked at the embers of the are rarer. The historic cultures were created by
cooking fire. ar ae.religious animists, with powerfuil beliefs in

Oral traditions continue to link the which were started by Western colonists spirits and demons, myth and ritual.
generations in Africa. But tangible artifacts and missionaries. Reflecting their world, they produced vast
that connect epochs are rarer. The move toward cultural awareness is quantities of fetishes, castings, carvings,

Random holes in the ground, some anl astonishing campaign, considering that and terracottas in strange, stylized anthro-
disturbingly fresh, attest to the plunder of literacy in MaLi is low (variously estimated pomorphic shapes. Such was their influ-
historical riches in this nation. Grave between 18 percent and 32 percent), ence that European artists, including Henri
robbers are busy ransacking Mali-perhaps income as measured by the World Bank is Matisse and Pablo Picasso, maintained
the most gluttonous pillage since Napoleon among the lowest on the continent, the collections of African designs.
raided Egypt. United Nations says one-third of children Here in Djenne is the raised, 80 acre

But Mali is fighting back. under 15 are malnourished, and not quite mound site of the city of Djenne-Djeno,
Landlocked in West Africa, straddling half the population has access to clean the oldest known urban settlement in sub-

the Sahara. one of the poorest and most water. Saharan Africa.
remote nations of the world, the country is Mali's economy is heavily subsistence Scientists calculate that the city was
battling to preserve its patrimony-electing agriculture and almost wholly dependent established 250 years before Christ and
an archaeologist as president, confronting on unreliable rains for the millet and lasted 1,600 years, dying out in the 1'ith
the great antiquities collectors of the West, sorghum that sustain its people. Drought centu-y with the rise of Islam and the
and cultivating among its own peasants an has heen a persistent roadblock to decline of the Sahara trading caravans in
appreciation of Africa's history. progress since 1971. favor of ocean routes.

Slowly over 15 years-even as it But President Alpha Oumar Konare sees A survey of this and 833 similar sites
struggles to feed itself-Mali has squeezed a clear reason for the cultural awareness found that 45 percent had been raided and
its public treasury to fund the crusade. campaign even amid such need: 17 percent virtually stripped.
Buildings are papered with anti-looting "In Mali. our greatest riches are those The greatest hope for Mali is also the
posters, cultural centers have been estab- which have been created by man. It is most daunting: convincing hungry MNalians
lished in outpost communities, and village important that our people know their that for reasons of pride and patrimony,

historvY and culture, andI respect its place iII
leaders have been enlisted to make the i a c a r i they should leave untouched the remain-

daily life. Only by thils can we guaranteecountry's heritage a subject of everyday enrichment. .These are e aonly real ng mounds of open treasure.
discourse. values. The rest are perishable." Government posters are commonplace:

At home, Mali has imposed laws with Konare. 50 is the former director of the "Halt the pillage.. .these cultiral objects are
three-mllonth to two-year prison sentences national mtuseum, an archaeologist and the remnants of our essential history.' To
for archaeological pillage. and abroad it one-time culture minister who was elected spread the message. the government has
has secured the cooperationi of the United in 1992. Formerly the French colonv allocated scarce dollars to establish cultural
States and others. known as Soudan. Mali has endured a missions in the three richest archaeological

"Why is this impoitant? Because it stormy independence-including coups, regions: Djenne. the Dogon region, and
shows that in West Africa there was an military rule, border friction with its Timbukru. El
urban, developed culture, arising locally," neighbors, and street violence in its cities.
says Samba Thiam, research and conserva Konare talks as if history has already
tion director of Mali's Cultural Mission in taught him what some African leaders have John Balzar is a writerfor the Los Angeles
Reprinted witbpennisstoznff/mn 'he Los .Angeles Tinmes not yet considered. Times.
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communities speak

Community Participation in the Calcutta
Environmental Management Strategy and Action Plan
by Donald Hankey and Kalyan Biswas

CALCUTTA. This fascinating city- tional structures and procedures; education community involvement through the recen
and its environs-has throughout its and training of staff; and the development 73rd and 74th amendments to the ConstituC history absorbed a remarkable of enforceable legislation, heritage aware- tion of India, placing greater authority and

variety of immigrants and cultural influ- ness and promotion programs, local political power with municipalities and
ences. As with other great cities of the conservation programs, and a management reducing the executive authority and
world, Calcutta's cultural heritage is diverse organization. Govermnent will play an influence of metropolitan authorities.
in character and not a simple homoge- important role in guiding this cultural Bcnefits can be expected through the
neous entity. For more than 300 years, the heiitage program and in ensuring that the promotion of employment, the generation
impetus for economic growth has come project functions well. of income, and the development of eco-
from the influence of foreigners such as The sustainable nature of conservation, tourism. The project requires the participa-
the Portti- effective reuse, and tion of all income groups and all levels of
guese, the CHAP proposes both modernization government and administration. It con-
Dutch, the top-down (government-led) requires the partici- cems all interest groups. Participation and
British, and v pation of communi- "ownership" will be developed through
the French, as and bottom-up (community-led) ties at all levels. tn detailed consultation of project compo-
is manifested approaches to conservation, the past, typically, nents and through conferences attended bs
in a broad and initiatives aimed at government, municipalities, non-
important range of buildings and urban the conservation of the built heritage have governmental organisations, and voluntary
environments that express Indian and West been led by the high- and middle-income organizations. Project components will be
Bengal religions, philosophies, centers of communities, special- interest groups, and studied by the academic and professional
learning, and social and political structures academics. These have constituted impor- communities to further awareness, educa-
that are the foundation of Calcutta's tant stakeholder groups concerned with tion, involvement, and ownership. This
contemporary life. the quality of the historic environment. will help in developing a wider under-

It is within this context that the Calcutta Now, community standing of the value!
Environmental Management Strategy and participation is to be Benefits can and benefits of
Action Plan (CEMSAP) has been developed extended to lower be expected through the conservation.
[see Biswas, Vol. 3, No. 2, June 19951. income groups, promotion of Without an
CEMSAP was envisioned as a complement particularly those living e appreciation of the
to Calcutta's Urban Development Plan-a and working in the generation of income, rewards to the
way to put environmental management residential and com- and the development of community's cultural
and protection at the top of the city's mercial areas. p base, the benefits of
urban development agenda. Policy and eco-tourism. The project the economy,
actions have since been developed to Ownership-and requires the participation employment, and
facilitate the conservation, use, and incentives Of all income groups and commerce, as well as
maintenance of the heritage, particularly the values associated
by getting the people of Calcutta involved. Conservation all levels of government with the built envi-

demonstration projects and administration. ronment. the commu-
Community participation in selected areas are nity will not feel a

aimed at the participation of and partner- responsibility to maintaining and preserv-
The Cultural Heritage Action Plan ship with communities so that they will be ing its own cultural heritage. U

(CHAP) links to other components of able to identify with the benefits and
CEMSAP's work and in particular-to the values of conservation.
local enviromnental planning subcompo- In some areas of the Calcutta metropoli-
nent and the community environmental tan area, the poor must be given incentives Donald Hankey is co-director of Gilmore,
management program. The public partici- to participate in conservation of their Hankev and Kirke in London. Kalyan
pation objectives are part of the necessary habitat. Those incentives must complement Biswas is the principal secretaoy of the
institutional strengthening for environmen- and not threaten their livelihood. To this Forest and Environment Department in the
tal and land management. end, projects will be concerned with skills government of West Bengal.

CHAP proposes both top-down (govern- training, income generation, building tise,
menL-led) andbottomii-up (community-led) and environmiental upgrading. Programmes
approaches to conservation. The West that involve the community will be cx-
Bengal government will provide support plored.
that includes a database; effectivc institm- CEMSAP is supportcd in promoting
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Buryatia: The Survival of a Culture
byJ Lisa Dicke.

Al.TAI. High on a hillside near the flowcring of religious and cultural toler- the cloth. "Below that is a 'I'ibctan prayer.
trtown of Galtai, in the Russian ance has begun sweeping this anciernt and at the hottom we havu wriitten our

G_J repuhlbi( of Butyatia, a yellow land. Burs'at-language newspapers ale names and the niames of others we are
wooden fiame stands silhouetted against llourishing-niany employing Russian as praying for."
the alternoon sky. The frame holds a row Vell as BLiryait workers-tradlitioral Butryat He grasps lie corners of the khjimorin
of tall, nai rriw sticks, and on the end of music and daince are mralking a comeback, .inl fans the flarmes slowly to ptirify the
eachi stick, Buddhist prayer cloths fluttce- In Anlod frorin the shores rif Lake Baikal to the cloth s'itli sacred smoke. After a time, he
the hitling wind. bo(rder of Miongoli.a, prayer hills and nrouses to the top of the hill, wvhere lie ties

In times of trouble and thanks. people dlotsans are again sprotiting tip. Nol the kbitnot-ioi to one of the sticks.
come from nearby villages to tie their surprisingly, the rituals associated with Tsvpelma, Buyanto's wife, gathers dried
praver cloths-callecl khiinooin-to the BuIrvati-a s BuIddIhist tralditions, shich are wisps of pungent-smelling grass to add to
sticks, and make their offerings to the clorselv related to those of the Tibetans. the fire while Buyanto takes the bottle of

gods. There is a blakckened spot Oc the hill also show a tew signs of Russian influence. vocdka to hegin the offering He pours a

where offering fires aTe lit, antl a bench a shot glass full, murmurs a prayer, then

few steps beyond that The rest oi the hill Time-honored rituals still observed tosses the liquid into thc wind, where it
is rocky and bare. separates into glistening drops. He begins

It is on this land that. throiigh centuries On a cold October day Buryat fanner walking in a clockwise direction around

of iulc by Mongolian Buyanto 'T'sydvpis' the frame, contiiuinig to toss vrodka
emperors. Russian lheads out to the offerings in the air. "Vodka iS a pure
esars, and Soviet f prayer hill outside drink." sass Buyanito wAitltOcit any apparenlt
autocrats, Buryats - Galtai. T'aking witli iroins, and so it is gt(rid to offer the gods."
have miianaged to I Linil 1is w ile, The circle conipleteci, Btiisanto poLirs

gtiatd anid pieserve brothers, anid each person present a glass of x ocdka in
iltelr ciilitule. ci ildreni, lie hikes ttirri. Befrore dLrinking, the Btirvats clip their

to the ivind-swept ring fingers into the liqLiid four timnes and
Blending assimiliation , _ peak, from wvhich scatter fottr drops individually onto the
and ethnic Identity burial mounds grcUnd, to the gods of winch, fire, water.

dating from the andf earth. Even when drinking at home,
A nomadic people, d cays of Genghis the Buryats follow, this rittial: it is part of

similar in language K J han are still visille their tradfition of giving thanks, noi mattei-
and eulmttre to their over the rolling how small an offering may he
IMongolian neighbors , Landscape. The

to the south, Burya,ts ritual that followss is "The way a Buryat prays"
have som-ehow . ' a moving tribuite to

blended the contra- '3 the lising, chianging, W| hen all have drunk thcir s'dka.

dictoty needs of ' and ultimately followeed bv a slice of bread and buitter for

assimilation) and ethnic identitv into a enduring nature of humilan spirituality, sstenance, the Buiiyats cointinrie the ritutl

peatceful, workable model. And, unlike "I went to the dotscitn ycsterday-, anid the by pressing their hanrds together in prayer
Mtiany of Russia's ethnic minorities-the latima toil me that things were not right onr and beginning to rmiie arounid the framile
iiiOst oBvious example bring the miiy 'adrim," sas s Biiy ano. plac-ing a bittle of elockssise at a half-trot. They' circle the top

Cliechens Buivats live in relative har- store-boiught rodoka and plaltes of niiitton rif the bill seseral times, at last stopping by

mony with their felloiw Russian citizCIIs. bread, and buitter onto the hench. "IHe said i lie fire. BLiy'anto ftalls to his knees, hend-
The Butry-ats' peacefril coexistence with that my hors,e had fallen. and that I needed ing lioiw in tuitich his fireheard to the

Russian porwer is perhnips surprising, to pMy to get things hack in order on the grorold
considlering the history of repression firn. He looked at the astrological charts. Tsypelma watches her husbatnd with a

during the Soviet era. Budclhist daoitsans and then toicl me; to tome here mLxtLre of admiratton and a touch of

were razed, BuIryat children wssere encour- Byanto bulds a small fire from sticks hemuisement. "He's giving you she whole

aged to speak Russian. indl iie tloisying and paper, then pours a shot glass oit treatment," she finally says in a whisper.
Mongolian script of the Brirvat lalngLIage s'odka in the center to pLirify rhe flame. As "He knows he's on stage."

was changed rirst to transliterated Latin the smioke curls sky-ward from the holy Buy'anto stands proudly and wipes the

letters, then later to CyriLlic. Althcuogh fire. he remove: ali aqua-bllue kbimiorit l diit from his knees, perhaps has'ing beard

many Bur'ats continued to believe in the from his jacket, and unfolds it to show' the his wife's whispers. "Tlat." lie sa,s.

shaiamanisni and Buddhism of their anees- drasvings and Tibetan script ssithin. grrinning, "is the swsay a Buirvat pray's fL
tors, they w'ere forced to practice their "Hcre in the middle is the spiritual

beliefs iI seC(ret. hiTirse. aTI all around are the BuIddklist i1 Dis'o Meyt is (a writer whs) heis livs' reitd
Since the fall of the Soviet t nion, a new' gods," he says, pointing ouit the figures on O'rA't'd/ iii Rosisn sitter' 1jr9j
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mayor's column

Modernization or "Museumization"?: An Interview
with the Mayor of Venice
by Giovanni Padrla

V ENICE. On a drizzly March for the historic city. Pending approval is a a radical plan to reshuffle the system of
morning, the usual flow of tourists plan for the genefal town, which will museums controlled by the municipality.V and Venetians crossed the Rialto include the modem area of the municipal- Once the system was in the red; now it

bridge. From a stained-glass window in Ca' ity. The historic city plan is crucial be- generates revenues for the municipality.
Farsetti, Venice's City Hall, I wondered if cause it will enable us to restore and We have been encouraging tourists to
one day this bridge would feel the faster restructure important historic complexes to visit museums that once were off the
pace of young professionals mingling with be used for exhibits and cultural activities beaten path. Previously, 5 million out of
the meandering gait of arts visitors. and also for business purposes. million museum visitors concentrated on

The glass industry is still here, but the Let's not forget that two-thirds of the the San Marco area. Today we are trying t(
glorious shipyards are almost all gone, and historic city as we know it was built in the spread them throughout the city more
the steel mills built by Lhe German indus- 19th century and since. At the turn of the uniformly by leading them on cultural and
trial barons at the turn of the century have century, Venice was still a powerful geographical routes. And we are planning
been abandoned for industrial center benefit- to build a hub for tourists, something like
decades. During the 14th Will Venice's past ing from the German- the Louvre's pyramid that will channel

century, the Rialto was be enough to inject life financed steel and visitors more effectively on specific itiner-
the hub for trading military industries. The aries.
goods and valuable into its future? German investment in
information, such as die Venetian industry took a UA: You are designing the town cen-
price of spices in India. Today Venicc is turn for the worse after World War it. tered around conference activity and
trying to reclaim this role, as it combines Therefore, the first big renovations will tourism. Is that tbefuture of Venice?
tourism, communications, and new tech- start this year at Jungams's factory, an idle Will the lagoon retain a sense of place,
nology. industrial site on Giudecca Island. an environment where people are

The city has embarked on an ambitious New functions for this site will include willing to live? When BiU Gates opened
plan to restore historic sites and buildings residential apartments, grand houses, a the exhibit of Leonardo's Code, he
and to reuse its cultural heritage in a more student house, and commercial locations. downplayed the idea that Venice could
effective way. Will Venice's past be Next will be the Mulino Stucchi (a mill), become a city hosting new technolo-
enough to inject life into its future? whiclh will certainly turn out to be a gies.

At 10 a.m., Massimo Cacciari, the worldwide symbol of how to restructure
philosopher who four years ago became former industrial areas. CACCIARI: But tourism is an industry. An
mayor of Venice, punctually opened his The private sector will manage the so is conference planning and communica
door. I was expecting vision. I got instead operation through a special agreement tions. A message sent from Venice is very
a pragmatic view of the future of Venice with the municipality. Hotels, apartments, effective. The challenge for Venice is not
and of the role of its unrivaled art, history, and conference centers will be housed in to become centered solely around tourism
and culture in revitalizing a millennial this enormous space. We are putting cable under the city to link
urban space. The famous Conterie di Murano will Venice to the rest of the world's advanced

become a landmark example of industrial technologies. The new high-technology
UA: Ant, history, and new technologies. archaeology with a center that includes an professions will come to Venice and will
How do you imagine Venice 50 years exhibit on glass crafting. $130 million will be linked to these two sectors. Venice can
from now? he spent for each of the threc projects, also be a site for advanced research

with funds coming from the munticipality, functions in the university and in private
CACCIABI: Venice will probably be a city private investors, and the governmcnt's centers.
with highly competitive tourist and com- Comitato Speciale per l'Edilizia. I want to To get an idea of the potential, visit the
munications industries. Certainly it will be emphasize that the role of the private Center for Marine Technology in a newly
costly to live in Venice, but I still imagine a investors is essential: they have a clear idea restructured warehouse close to the
place where highly skilled craftsmen will about profitable use of the spaces, and Arsenale. Without a doubt, it is the most
share the same space with high-technology usually know which value to assign to beautiful industrial archaeology renovation
professionals, tourists, conference attend- historical industrial sites. in Europe, and shows that research and
ees from around the world, and professors high technology are compatible with [he
and students. UA: What about the museum system? delicate equilibrium of an arts city. U

UA Have you moved in that direction? CACCIARI: The flow of tourists is increas-
ing at an annual rate of 10 percent; within Giovanni Padula is an economics journal-

CACCIARI: One crucial step has been the five years 14 to 15 million people will visit ist living in New York City. He is also a
approval by the City Council of the plan the city each year. That's why we launched contiributor to Mondo Economico, Milan.
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The Future of Asia's Cities
by AkhtarBadsbah

JAKARTA. As Asian cities grow in made for new city plans that have a vital * While there is a great need to develop

population, affluence, and industrial- center and that provide a range of oppor- a transparent, collaborative, and open

ization, the region is developing a new tunities for residents. process of governance, participants ranked

global dominance. Four major trends These centers should highlight the an open governing process as very low on

contribute to this shift. interdependency of human Ilie and cities their list of perceived needs.

First, by the year 2010, 4.2 billion of the and should be places emphasizing a

world's 7 billion people will live in Asia. common vision and collective activity. Needs

Second, nearly half of all growth in gross * City managers will have to transcend

domestic product will be in Asia. Third, their traditional roles and embrace new A brief survey of confrerence partici-

dramatic rural-to-urban shift will be and innovative ways of governing by pants identified a clean environment, good

responsible for 43 percent of the people in creatively harnessing organisations in civil air and water quality, accessibility to

Asia living in cities. And fourth, 30 cities in society; mobilizing and leading city reliable transport, affordable housing, and

Asia will have populations greater than 5 residents, not only as consumers of good neighborhoods as the three most

million. services, but as advisors, facilitators, and important issues they cared about in a city.

To address the impact of these and iimplementers of change; and adopting a To meet their future needs, they pro-

other factors on the urban development of procedure for achieving consensus in posed development of a knowledge

Asian cities, the Asia Society collaborated shaping the ciry's network that would

with the Center for Inforrnation and future. There is an build on promoting

Development Studies, the Mega-Cities City managers also the cities agenda in

Project Inc., Global Agenda Pty Ltd. must position their inherent tension Asia by linking people

(Australia), the Indonesian Institute of cities strategically in between the speed at in the region and

Architects, and the Indonesian Institute of the global system. which development is providing connections

Planners to convene an international This will mean a and information,

conference in Jakarta from December 2-5, rethinking of plan- taking place in Asia today identifying and

1996. ning tools and and the need to develop a developing new

Titled "The Future of Asia's Cities," the methods. collaborative process processes of gover-

conference brought together 400 key * The nature and nance and manage-

community, business, and government definition of poverty that takes time. ment, developing new

leaders representing 21 countries. They should be recognized paradigms and modes

assessed issues involving: coping with and understood more clearly so that it can of thinking, and identifying and document-

Asia's burgeoning populations that will be measured-and reduced-more easily. ing both large and small projects in the

soon require twenty-five new cities, * The social capital within people and region.

governing cities in rapidly changing within civil society organizations should be The conference highlighted the com-

situations by forming partnerships with all used to move cities into the next century. plexity of the u-rban system. It stressed that

urban stake-holders, involving local * Asia's cities will fall into three broad any city is made up of people 1rom all

businesses in creating an atmosphere categories: (1) global cities (like Singapore walks of life, who have a wide range of

conducive to opportunity for all, and and Ilong Kong), (2) mega-cities (cities needs and aspirations. Any discussion on

developing new policies to cater to the with verv large populations), and (3) the future of cities must take these factors

poor and the women in cities. capital cities. Each city will have to de- into account if cities are to develop into

velop its own identity and civic purposes. vital and effective environments as we

The time is ripe to seize opportunity move into the 21st century. U

Paradoxes in developnent
Some important points were raised Akbtar Badtbab is an architect and

during the presentations and deliberations During the conference deliberations, planner and executive director of the Asia-

on these issues. some interesting paradoxes in expectations -PacVfic Cities Forumm: An Action Networkfor

* It was agreed that the time is ripe to and suggested processes emerged. Sustaitnable Cities and Conmimunities.

seize this opportunity of economic dyna- * There is an inherent tension between

mism and vitality in tde region, and to the speed at which development is taking

invest in the development of an urban place in Asia today and the need to

infrastructure that will serve the city's develop a collaborative process that takes

needs well into the next century. time.
* Since 25 or more new cities are * Thcre is a similar dilemma regarding

expected to emerge over the next two the ability to undertake comprehensive

decades to accommodate Asia's burgeon- solutions while developing a web of

ing populations, recommendations were connectedness among cities in the region. l
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the american u rban challenge

Living Space and Culture in Washington, D.C.:
A Capital in Search of a City
byJosep ,ubir

W S ASHINGTON, D.C. Large A city of many resources "comprehensive plan," in practice there ar
political capitals tend to be cities two; these are prepared, published, and

IVV with split personalities-and the Although several federal agencies have implemented separately from one another.
more recently established they are, the been downsized, they still guarantee a The first, in which the local authorities are
truer this is. It's not easy for them to high level of employment, generated either not allowed to play any part at all, covers
reconcile their political role at the national within the agencies themselves or within the "federal elements"-that is, all those
and state levels with the demands on them the buoyant private sector companies that areas of the city explicitly identified as
to provide a vigorous and dynamic life as are closely linked to govemment opera- falling within the federal purview. The
cities. The daily life of a city is-by its tions. In addition, the potent symbolism of second plan deals with the "local ele-
nature-diverse and unpredictable; its ments," and, although prepared by the
essence is change and innovation. The problem city, has to be approved by the federal

In the case of Washington, D.C. (District of Washington is not authorities.
of Columbia), the dichotomy between economic or even The national Mall and its immediate
national and local dimensions has reached surroundings form one of the densest
an almost pathological level, cxacerbating political, in the strict concentrations of urban monuments in the
the city's problems. Nowdays, no other city sense. It is really a world-running from the Capitol to the
in the world comes anvwhere close to mLincoln Memorial, and including the White
having the amount of power that is House, the Washington Monument, the
concentrated in Washington. Neither have coherence. Jefferson Memorial, the extraordinary
other cities approached the high levels of Vietnam Veterans' Memorial, and the
citizen dissatisfaction, population flight, many of Washington's institutions and splendid museums operated by the
unemployment, crime, anxiety, and monuments, together witlh the density and Smithsonian Institution. For the city,
despondency that overshadow local life. quality of its large cultural centers, make it however, the problem is that-in contrast

the preferred destination of about 20 to what happens in European capitals-
A city with a special status million tourists per year. This gives the these monuments and symbols have not

District a privileged position in one of the been incorporated into a broader and
What is surprising, however, is that the most vigorous sectors in the economy. more complex urban network.

vast majority of observers and analysts see Also, the District contains an impressive Instead, they have been kept isolated as
Washington's problems and potential number of high-ranking universities and if within a bubble, like an oasis of monu-
solutions in terms of the economy or educational and scientific institutions. ments in the midst of an urban mass that
taxation, and view them as a consequence Besides their outstanding social and has been abandoned to the twin scourges
of the city's special role as federal capital economic contributions, these constantly of speculation and economic and racial
and the peculiar-and restrictive-legisla- produce a highly diversified and qualified segregation. In sharp contrast to the Mall,
tion applied to its system of local govern- labor force capable of adapting to the the planning of public spaces is remark-
ment. This legislation imposes on the city latest economic, technical, and cultural able for its absence in the city's other
authorities a heavy burden of costs for developments. areas-most especially in the northeast an
health services, education, transportation, southeast quadrants, where the vast
and policing. At the same time, however, it A city of fragmentation majority of the African-American popula
prevents them from taxing either the real tion lives.
estate occupied by the federal government The basic problem, therefore, is not a The same can be said of cultural and
and diplomatic corps, which accounts for lack of resources or investment, or any community facilities. Compared with the
40 percent of the city's buildings; or the radical and unforeseen changes in the extraordinary richness of national institu
activities of the hundreds of thousands of city's system of production, or any inability tions, the local government does not
suburbanites who commute to the city, on its part to respond to the challenges of possess a single public cultural center in
and who enjoy and consume a large globalization. The problem really stems the entire city. The result is a city divided
portion of local services and resources. from the District's enormous political, between a monumental heart that follows

Nevertheless, while not denying social, and territorial fragmentation: the the dictates of its fumnctions and symbolism
Washington's economic and taxation isolation, lack of communication, and at the national level and, on the other
problems and its special status as a capital mistrust-or even open hostility-existing hand, the amorphous and unbalanced
city, I think it is wrong and rmisleading to among its various components. local surroundings-an organism within
focus exclusively on them-the city's One of the clearest symptoms of this which the most contradictory social
special status cannot be seen as merely a form of urban schizophrenia is situations are concentrated.
source of all problems. Washington's system of physical planning. A tour of the downtown business

Even though there is theoretically a single continued onpcge .
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Living Space continuzedfrompage 24

district or the residential neighborhoods These divisions and fragmentations have sufficiently important to merit the establish-
and suburbs whether rich or poor-takes deep historical roots, and are therefore not ment of a special department.
us through areas that are homogeneous, easily changed. This does not mnean, What is lacking is an overall sophisti-
officially zoned, and introverted. It then however, that they are either natural or cated vision of the city and its future. Until
plunges us into an urban wilderness with inevitable. Throughout Uno ytunateiy such a vision
neither memories, local historical land- the United States, both emerges-together
marks, public meeting places, or real now and in the past, th two fomes tht with an appropriate
infrastructure. These are areas totally unlimited economic tF vditionally opposb L tE°se strategy for the city's
devoid of anytlhing that nmight prompt a growth and real estate ur n Fffe at na future develop-
sensc of idcntification or responsibility speculation (which has ment-the District
toward one's surroundings. prompted middle-class poDl ticS and fi nCia will continue to

In this regard, the problem of Washing- flight to the suburbs) Sp7CiF ti@7-a8 suffer the same
ton is, in essenice, not econiomic or even have generally been ,probletns, witliout
political, in the strict sense, It is really a decisive factors in ied i th D making the best use
matter of urban coherence, or rather its desLroying-or, more of Columbia With narf ow of its immense
absence. This is reflected in political and uisually, preventing the tLcnU cipai poficles. resources and
cultural conditions and strategies that are emergence of-an potential. E-
rooted in the divisions and compartmental- urban way of life that is culturally and
izations of the society. socially integrated. Josep Sutbir is atn independent scholar ancd

I nfortunately, the twvo forces that writer; he is also cultural assistant to the
A city without a vision traditionally oppose true urban life- mayor of Bcrcelona and staff director of

national politics and financial specula- the Barcelona Institute for the Humanities.
There are political divisions between the tion-are allied in the District of Columbia This irticle sumonarizes reseairch con-

local and federal governments; there are with narrow municipal policies. These ducted as a guest scholar at the W'oodrow
territorial fragmentations within the city, policies in turn are shaped by a vision of Wilson International Centerparticipating
and between the city and its surrotunding the city as an economic mechanism and of in an, international uworking grojp on the
ietropolitan area. And within the District, the city authority as a political iiiachine in District of colhumbia, 'Thinking Beyond the

there are economic, social, ethnic, and which activities stich as urban planning Crisis.'
cultural divisions. and cultural policy are not regarded as

HIS is an inidepejndent foundationi with its htonie base in
Rotterdami. the Netherlanids, whicil offers postgraduate A two week course for planning

INSTITUTE FOR training, research, and advisory services in Rotterdam.,n eeomet pann
INSTITUTE FOR developing countries, and Centra] and Eastern Europe. IHS and development practitioners
HOUSING AND fociuses on approaches to urban development and housing engaged in local economic

relevant for low-income groups and has three substantive
tRBAN departments: Housing, Urban Management, and Urban development in cities and
DEVELOPMENT Enivronmental Managesenit. 3 regions around the world
STUDIES Two Urban Env'ironmental Management Experts (mit) - 6-2 Jn 9

The Insttute of Housing and Urban Development Studies is
~~~~~~seeking two urbanenivironmental experts with educationalC_Scolf t7 Pangad

backgTounds and expetience combining several of the fields School of Planning
of environmental law, environmental economics, environ- _____ Development

w -- w m~~~~"erltal iiionitoritig atnd envxdronruerutal imlpact assessmeilt
procedures as applied to urbain areas, natural resource University of Southern California
*manaement ecological foundations, GIS, and transport. Z Los Angeles, USA
These full-time positions will be filled at the middle or senior

_ levels. Responsibilities include a variety of activities within Topics include: the global challenge,
the Institute's programs in the Netherlands, developing countries, and Central and 11-D mobilizing the business sector,
Eastem Europe. The iormiial patte li of wortk m a veat itnolves substaiitial time
devoted to teaching in professional diploma courses and at the graduate (master's) community-based development, local
level. The remainder of time is spent in research and short-term consultancy abroad. development funds, free trade zones,
After two years, a long-tcem assignment overseas managing onc of the Institute's foreign direct investment, support for
edu-ication, research, or consultancy pTojects is possible. ]!cafsmall businesses, infrastructure
Qualiricatiois cntansadtergltr

* niversity degree in enivirommiental scienice, or one of its related disciplines X7 1 
relevant to urban environmental management environment.
Another in public administration, management, planning. or law
Ph.D. or the willingness to work on one, for more junior candidates For further information contact:
Five to ten years of professional experience in developing countries and/or in
Central and Eastemn Europe Anna Sai
Successful teaching experience Tel: 213' 7432701
Experience in developing and managing localiregional/environmental agendas Te . 4-2
and programs Fax: (213) 743-2476
Fluent English; proficiency in at least one other major language would be an asset email; asai@alnitak.usc.edu

The position is open to all qualified persons, regardless of sex, citizenship, or o vii 
national origin. Please mail resumes to IHS, Personnel Office, P.O. Box 1935, NL- or visit our web site at:
3000 BX Rotterdam within two weeks after date of appearance. Further information http://www.usc.edu/deptsupd
may be obtained from Dr. David J. Edelman, Chairlmani. Departmnent of tUJban
Environmental Management, tel: 31-10-402-1553/1523: fax: 31-10-404-5671: or
e-mail: d.edelman@ihs.nl
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Conservation in Cities: Keeping the Human Touch
bV Jane Monahan

Culture and the Public Sphere isolation as separate urban assets, such as Side effects of these models, according
byfJim McGuigan. Routledge., 29 West 35th museums, theatres, and historic houses. to McGuigan, include the fact that in the
Street, New York, NY 10001, UiSA. Rather, they have a much broader role. U.S. model, public space is privatized, that

"Cultural industries"-for instance, historic is, out-of-town developments are exclu-

Conservation and the City houses plus shops and cafes, or museums sively commercial; and city center shop-
by PeterJ i.arkham. Routledge, 29 West plus cafes-are seen as vital building ping malls are locked up in the evenings.
35th Street, New York, NY 10001, UTSA. blocks in encouraging economic growth

and urban regeneration in cities that have Heritage in regeneration
The Cultures of Cities become derelict because of the collapse of
Sharon Zukin. Blackwell Publishers, 288 traditional industries in the 1970s and Regeneration in neglected urban areas
MWain Street, Cambridge, MA 02142, USA, 1980s. has also successfully used heritage as a

In the United States, this development component in the marketing of a place ani
has been accompanied by a massive drift its revitalization. "But criticism," Larkham

here have always been plenty of to the suburbs, as well as by a simulta- says, "surrounds the selectivity of the
arguments in support of conserva- neous increasing occupancy of city centers heritage which excludes aspects of local

T tion in cities-not least of which is by multicultural ethnic groups. The latter heritage deemed 'unsaleable' to tourists,
the human need for a sense of continuity have put pressure on cultural institutions and its sanitisation, for instance in pseudo
vwith the past, and for the pointers in space to cater to their tastes, for instance with street furniture."
and time that old buildings, church festivals of African-American films or of McGuigan says that there is also little
steeples, public squares, and parks pro- Hispanic theater. Some policymakers evidence that investment in culture is a
vide. believed that promoting multicultural major factor for success in urban regenera-

Two developments triggered the recent events and incorporating cultural industries tion policies, according to some experts;
debate about urban conservation and in urban regeneration schemes might be a though such investment does change a
cultural policies. First, institutions that panacea for the growing ethnic and social city's image with indirect economic
traditionally dealt with culture experienced divisions. benefits that are hard to measure.
a policy shift in attitudes about public There are examples where gentrificatior
subsidy of the arts in general. This change Limiting factors has saved an area hit by de-industrializa-
was linked to the economic revolution that tion. For instance, according to Sharon
took place in Britain and the United States Two important considerations have Zukin, in New York in the 1970s pressure
in the 1980s-a revolution that affinmed limited the effectiveness of policies on to use cullure to stabilize neighborhoods
that in practically every sphere, including culture and urban regeneration, as well as came from the middle classes, Zukin
public services like healtlh and education the new managerial approach to urban writes,
and a ptublic "good" like promoting conservation.
culLure-market forces and a new busi- The first is that the decisions and The architectural salvation of the loft
nesslike approach should prevail, and a decisionmaking processes are rarely districts of Soho and Tribeca ... showed that
much bigger role should be given to the democratic. Indeed, according to Peter historic district landmark designations and

concentrations of arts facilities did not onlv
private sector. Larkham, the changes still leave open the rcpresent aesthetic amenitics; they also

This managerial philosophy-combined question of who decides what will be raised property values and attracted
with a boom in new industries in the prescrved in a city and where. The whole commercial development.
media, communications, tourism, and issue of decisionmaking processes in urban
entertainment-resulted in a new way of conservation and renewal is thus far from On the other hand, there are examples
presenting museums and historic buildings resolved. where urban regeneration schemes com-
in a city. They began to be marketed as Ccutting across the issue of who decides bined with gentrification proved disastrous
products or commodities that could earn what should be preserved in a given city, Consider the private property-led regenera
money, and even make a profit. and of the gentrification trend, McGuigan tion of the dock-lands along the River

Private sponsorship of cultural projects says that there are basically two urban Thames in the East End of London in 1981
and conservation in cities, as well as renewTal models. Conservation and regeneration are
partnerships with the private sector, began complex and multifaceted issues.
to be sought actively and competitively. Two models for conservation McGuigan, Larkham, and Zukin address

According to Jim McGuigan, however, and explore myriad aspects of these issues
the debate over who should pay for art [Pirivate properry led redevelopment but reach no easy conclusions. U
and cultuire, including conservation in strategies, and out-of-town leisure and
cities, is far from over. retailing complexes are indicative of the JaneMonaban is a Bitish joumalist baseaAmerican model... .The European model is Jn oaa saBiihJunls ae

He asserts that the second catalyzing associated with cafe society, the citv centre in Washington, D.C, who writes about
development is that conservation and as a convivial and safe place to visit in the development, economic, and environmen-
culture are no longer considered in evenings for all sections of the population. tat issues.
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These u rban events and training courses were culled from The Urban Age's current files. We are not always able to list events more than
once, given space limitations. Please refer to past issues ofThe tJrban Age for additional events scheduled in 1997. Send your annountce-
ments to. The Editor. The Urban Age. Room FP6-1 74, The World Bank Group, 1818 H Street, AOVW, WVashington, DC 20433, USA. Fax:
202-522-3232; e-mail. mbergengworldbank.org

Conferences Education Programs & Courses

London, England-April 15-18, 1997. Space Syntax: First Guayaquil, Ecuador-The Building and Social Housing Founda-
International Symposium. Contact: The Bartlett School of tion is organizing a five-day study visit to the award-winning
Graduate Studies, University College London, Gower Street, Vivendas del Hogar de Cristo Bamboo Housing Project in
London WC1E 6BT, UK. Tel: 44-171-813-4364; fax: 44-171-916- Guayaquil, Ecuador, July 21-25, 1997. This innovative and sustain-
1887; e-mail: mark.majorCucl.ac.uk able housing project was started in 1971 and to date has enabled

16,000 poor families to provide thernselves with decent homes.
Warsaw, Poland-May 21-23, 1997. Eastern European Cities The dwellings are assembled from bamboo panels, manufactured
in Transition: Projects, Policies, Financing, Partnership. in an efficient local production plant which uses bamboo grown
Contact: IFI-P Secretariat, Wassenaarseweg 43, NL-2696 CG, The in sustainablc plantations specifically for this use. The dwellings,
Hague, The Netherlands. Tel: 31-70-328-1504/324-4557; fax: 31-70- which cost only one-seventh of the cheapest government-built
328-2085. houses, are simple to construct, and, with guidance, families can

build their own homes in one day. No fee will be charged for the
Miami, Florida-May 28-30, 1997. Third Inter-American visit, and financial aid to defray travel and accomodation costs of
Conference of Mayors-Democratic Development and participants from developing countries may be available. Contact:
Hemispheric Progress: The Role of Local Government in Diane Diacon, Deputy Director, Building and Social Housing
Political, Economic and Environmental Change. Contact: Foundation, Memorial Square. Coalville, Leicestershire, LE67 3TU,
Cristina Rodriquez, Conference Coordinator, Institute for Public UK. Tel: 44-153-051-0444; fax: 44-153-051-0332; e-mail:
Management, University Park Campus, TC 30 11200 Southwest 8th 100567.3433@compuserve.com
Street, Miami, FL 33199, USA. Tel: 305-348-1271; fax: 305-348-
1273.

London, England-Good Governance: Managing Operational
Antwerp, Belgium-July 12-17, 1997. The 8th World Confer- Change is the theme of RIPA International's 1997 training pro-
ence on Transport Research. Contact: Viviane De Wacker, gram. The organization, with over 30 years of experience in
Secretary of the 8th WCTR Local Programme Committee, Univer- international training and public service management, offers
sity of Antwerp-UJFSIA, Prinsstraat 13, 2000 Antwerp. Belgium. Tel: participatory and practical training. The program includes real
32-3-220-4174; fax: 32-3-220-4026; e-mail: case studies with open discussion, guest speakers with practical
dse.dewacker.vgaalpha.ufsia.ac.be experience, visits to various organizations to examine their

procedures, and personal action plans completed under the
United Nations, New York guidance of facilitators. The program consists of five modules:
UJnited Nations, New York The Transformation of Public Sector Management, Total Quality

July 28-30, 1997 tManagement of Public Sector Services, Senior Management Skill
Seminar-Achieving Best Practice, Project Management, and

International Colloquium of Mayors on Building a Competitive Private Sector. Contact: Polly Stephens,
Governance for Sustainable Growth and Equity Director of Training, RIPA International, 6th Floor, Park House,

Contact 116 Park Street, London W1Y 4NP, UK. Tel. 44-171-580-7138; fax:
Jonas Rabinovitch 44-171-580-7140.

Manager, Urban Development Unit
MDGD, UNDP

One U.N. Plaza, New York, NY 10017, USA The Netherlands-The International Institute for Aerospace
Tel: 212-906-6791; fax: 212-906-6973. Survey and Earth Sciences (ITC) is the largest institute for interna-

tional higher education in the Netherlands. The main objectives of
Durban, South Africa-September 1-5, 1997. Water and ITC are to assist developing countries in human resource develop-
Sanitation for All: Partnerships and Innovations. Contact: iment in aerospace surveys, remote sensing applications, the
Rowena Steele, WEDC, Loughborough University, LEII 3TU, UK. establishment of geographical information systems, and the
Tel: 44-150-922-2390/2391; fax: 44-150-921-1079; e-mail: management of geographical information. ITC's Professional
r.m.steele@lboro.ac.uk Master Degree Courses for 1997 include Geoinformation for

Urban Planning, Socioeconomic Infonnation for Natural Resource
Gothenburg, Sweden-September 27, October 2, 1997. Urban Management, and Geographic Information Systems for Cadastral/
Challenges: Investments, Sustainable Quality, Identity. Urban Management/Rural Application. Contact: ITC Student
Contact: IFHP Secretariat, Wassenaarseweg 43, NL-2696 CG The Registration Office, P.O. Box 6, 7500 AA Enschede, The Nether-
Hague, The Netherlands. Tel: 31-70-328-1504/324-4557; fax: 31-70- lands. Tel: 31-53-487-4207; fax: 31-53-487-4238; e-mail:
328-2085. education@itc.nl
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Corporate Philanthropy continued from page 15 Renewal conti-nued from page 8

management believes in supporting the project can drain resources and lead to * introducing financial incentives and
culture of the countries in which the failure. Bureaucratic tangles or thorny legal methods of controlling conservation
company operates. One of its global problems can delay a project. Ultimately, contractors;
heritage projects was an April 1996 photo- this can frustrate a donor that wants to see . providing a role for the not-for-profit
graphic exhibition with catalogue in successful results by a certain date. sector in conservation; and
Beijing, "A Spiritual Resonance: The However, the benefits of supporting a . incorporating heritage issues as an
Vernacular Dwellings of China." Impressed conservation effort are numerous. The indispensable part of urban and regional
by the work of photographers who over 10 involvement of a foreign company in local planning at all levels.
years had documented and preserved on culture shows its sensitivity to local
film the vanishing traditional architecture heritage-especially important in some Who are the players?
of China, United Technologies supported countries where national leadership has
the efforts of the Jiangsu Fine Arts Press in expressed concem over an influx of The potential for urban regeneration le(
reminding the public of the breadth, depth, foreign cultural influences that has come by cultural heritage can only be expanded
and excellence of Chinese culture and the through the same "open door" as foreign if appropriate roles can be identified for
need to "preserve the past to benefit the investment. A grant to save cultural the different players-public, private, and
future." heritage says that a company is concerned voluntary. In most cases, especially in the

Esso Chile, the Exxon Company's about the long-term interests of the developing world, the state manages
Chilean subsidiary, prefers to lead fund- country, which can be popular with the heritage. However, in a country such as
raising efforts to attract other interested host government, the public, and the firm's the Netherlands, a larger proportion is
donors. Esso chose to support the restora- local staff. This philanthropic act provides owned and cared for, albeit under strict
tion of 17th- to 20th-century wooden good free publicity for an extended period. guidelines, by private individuals. The ide,
churches of Chilo, originally built by Jesuit The company's involvement in a conserva- is not simply to hand over heritage to the
and then Franciscan missionaries. These tion project can add experience in dealing market but rather to bring in new actors
structures are considered the most impor- with a govermllent agency-usually the who are perhaps more experienced in
tant ensemble of wooden religious build- culture ministry-that may help foreign dealing with the different aspects of the
ings in all of Latin America. Esso took managers understand decisionmaking. market.
charge of the entire restoration of one of Corporate support for cultural heritage
the seven churches that together had been also helps improve the local economy, What are the strategic dilemmas in
declared a national monument in the mid- such as by stimulating cultural tourism and developing cultural heritage?
18th century by providing funds to replace creating jobs, which may improve the
the roof and restore the walls and imagery. investment environment for the donor Policymakers always face dilemmas
Proud of its contribution to Chile's heri- company. A firm seeking to impress the when confronting the development of thei
tage, Esso used a drawing of the church host government can capture the attention cultural heritage. These issues include the
for its corporate Christmas card. of top government leaders. Since there are following:

Amoco, the largest foreign investor in relatively few examples of corporate * Should development be centralized o
Egypt and the country's largest crude oil support for cultural heritage projects decentralized?
producer, has supported the archaeological compared with corporate support for other * Should the focus be on elite, prestive.
work of Dr. Kent Weeks at the Valley of philanthropic causcs, such beneficence will or flagship projects or on community-
the Kings in Egypt. Weeks discovered the stand out against the charitable efforts of oriented, local, or small projects?
vast tomb complex intended as the burial competitors. * Should cultural heritage be invoked tn
place for the sons of Pharaoh Rainses the The successes of companies that have increase the use of facilities or encourage
Great and is mapping the tombs where the supported cultural heritage should be production?
ancient city of Thebes was located. promoted. More thorough research should - Are city and city center projects or
Amoco's grant to the American University be conducted to identify likely corporate country and peripheral cultural heritage
in Cairo, where Weeks is a professor of prospects. Prompted by a new approach, projects the more effective trigger to
Egyptology, has covered a substantial the private sector may then be more regeneration?
portion of the project's expenses. willing to back the call of Anand There are no simple answers to these

Panvarachun and others to save global questions. What is right depends on the
Drawbacks and benefits of corporate cultural heritage. U context. Yet if we want to reinvent cultura
philanthropy heritage for the 21st century, we need to

K[eith W Eirinberg is a cultural heritage address the complexity of cultural heritage
There are a few possible drawbacks for and political risk consultant based in and recognize its often hidden implication.

companies considering supporting cultural Washington, D.C. and benefits for urban regeneration. U
heritage projects. A foreign company's
involvement in local culture is a sensitive Charles Landry is director of Comedia, a
matter and should be handled that way. A research and planning consultancy. He is
mistake that alienates the local population the coauthor of The Creative City (London.
can do more harm than good for the Demos Books, 1995) andThe Art of
company and the conservation effort. The Regeneration (Stroud. UK- Comedia, 1996.
lack of accountability by a company's local
or international partner in the conservation
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